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Weak controls
and pressures exerted on job
classifications
have resulted
in overgraded
Federal positions.
How many is unknown.
Overgraded
positions
increase costs and
adversely affect employee
morale and productivity.
Top Federal management
must make a commitment to improve job classifications
and to
organize the work of Federal departments and
agencies economically.
This attitude must permeate all Government
echelons.
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To the President
of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives
This report
discusses
some agencies'
controls
over
classifying
white-collar
positions,
the Civil
Service
Commission's
role in the classification
process,
and the need
for greater
commitments
to prevent
overgrading.
In addition,
the report
provides
information
to assist
the Congress
in considering
whether
it needs agencies'
annual certifications
that their
positions
are needed and properly
classified.
We made our review pursuant
to the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting
and Auditing
Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C 67).
We are sending
copies
of this
report
to the Chairman,
Civil
Service
Commission:
the Director,
Office
of Management
and Budget;
and the Secretaries
of Defense,
Labor,
Housing
and Urban Development,
and Health,
Education,
and Welfare.

Comptroller
General
of the United
States
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DIGEST
---mmIn 1974 the Government
paid $18 billion
in
salaries
to 1.3 million.employees
under the
its chief
category
of
General
Schedule,
In order that these
white-collar
workers.
employees
may receive
equal pay for equal
work! the Government
classifies
General
Schedule
positions
according
to duties,
responsibilities,
and qualifications,

,

Federal
departments
and agencies
have the
authority
to organize
and classify
their
own General
Schedule
positions,
grades 1
through
15, using Civil
Service
Commission
standards
as guides.
The Commission
is
responsible
for reviewing
the classification
practices
of the departments
and agencies.
GAO reviewed
the Commission's
administration
of the Federal
classification
program at its
headquarters
and four regional
offices
and
reviewed
selected
agencies'
administration
of position
classification
responsibilities-headquarters
and a regional
office
of the
Department
of Labor's
Manpower Administration;
headquarters
and a regional
office
of the Department
of Housing and Urban Development;
headquarters
of the Department
of Health,
Education,
and Welfare's
Social
and Rehabilitation
Services
and a regional
office
of the Department;
and a Defense
Contract
Administration
Services
Region of
of the Defense Supply Agency.
How many General
Schedule
positions
are overgraded is unknown.
This situation
is significant
enough to warrant
closer
attention
because of some agencies"
weak controls
and
pressures
exerted
by managersl
employees,
and their
representatives
to raise
classifications.
t
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If positions
are ovebgraded,
costs
are increased
unnecessarily
and’ employee
morale
and productivity
are affected
adversely.
Before
the situation
can improve,
top management
must make a commitment
to classify
positions
correctly
and organize
their
workload more economically.
This
attitude
must
permeate
all
Federal
department
and agency
echelons.
(See pp. 29 and 30.)
The President
should
emphasize
the importance
of improved
management
and classification
of
positions
and the need for
all
heads of departments
and agencies
to develop,
at all
management
levels,
a special
informed
interest
in classifying
positions
properly
for
purposes
of economy
and efficiency.
Agency
heads
should
be required
to
--establish
adequate,
and classification
Schedule
positions,
--have
managers
periodically
classification,

effective
systems

management
General

attend
training
programs
on position
management
and

--evaluate
how well
managers
classification
responsibilities,
--provide
classifiers

of

adequate
numbers
of positions.

carry
of

plan

--a

new method

--a

new approach
tion
problems,

--emphasis
evaluation
It is
forts

too
will

to

update

on

of

their

competent

There
have been many problems
with
Service
Commission’s
classification
and monitoring,
but the Commission
initiatives
to improve
the situation,
ing
--a

out
and

the Civil
guidance
has taken
includ-

standards,
guidance,
to identifying
and

classifica-

improving
systems.

agencies’

internal

early
to judge
significantly

whether
improve

these
efagencies’

ii

But long-existing
pressures
on
practices.
the classification
system and the weak controls
of some agencies
require
the Commission's
continued
emphasis on proper
classification.
The Chairman

of

the

Commission

should:

--Keep pressure
on agencies
to establish
their
own internal
evaluation
systems,
assess the adequacy of such systems,.
and
require
improvement
where necessary.
--Monitor
the effectiveness
of actions
being
taken to improve the Commission's
own
evaluations
of agencies'
classifications.
Effective
evaluations
should
include
identifying
overgrading,
determining
the
underlying
causes of classification
errors,
taking
firm stands on issues,
making prompt
followup
on agency corrective
actions,
and,
certifying
positions
or
rewhen necessary,
voking
classification
authority.,
--Implement
the plan to update
standards
and follow
it with
well-controlled
review cycle
ards are kept current.
'-1

classification
a timely,
so that stand-

The Civil
Service
Commission
and the Office
of Management and Budget generally
agreed
with these recommendations.
Under emergency legislation,
agencies
must
certify
to the Congress each year that their
positions
are needed and properly
classified.
Some agencies
have certified
that all positions
were correctly
classified
without
adequately
reviewing
positions
or making needed
changes.
The Civil
Service
Commission
has
recommended that this requirement
not be
reenacted
when the emergency
legislation
lapses.
The information
in this r~eport should be of
assistance
to the Congress
in evaluating
the
Commission's
recommendation.
(See p. 31.)
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CHAPTER -1
INTRODUCTION
The Government
needs many different
jobs
done to effecIn such a large
organization,
tively
carry
out its
programs.
an objective
and systematic
way of establishing
the relative
value
of .each job and an associated
pay structure
is imporThe
process
of
valuing,
or
classifying
jobs,
helps
tant e
insure
that
the Government
gives
equal
pay for
jobs
requiring equally
difficult
duties,
responsibilities,
and qualifiClassification
is an evaluation
of the job,.
not
cations.
the individual
filling
the job nor the individual’s
job performance.
The Classification
Act of 1949,
as amended
(5 U.S.C.
5101
et
seq.),
is
the
principal
legal
authority
for
classifying
-about
1.3 million
of the Government’s
3 million
civilian
employees.
The act established
18 grades,
or levels
of workl
into
which
all
positions
covered
were to be placed,
and it
broadly
defines
the job difficulties
and responsibilities
for
each of the 18 grade
levels.
The act also
contains
an associated
18 grade
pay structure,
the *General
Schedule
(GS).
The act provides
that
the Civil
Service
Commission
(CSC)
group
positions
into
classes
sufficiently
similar
as to (1)
kind
or subject
matter
of work,
(2) level
of difficulty
or
responsibility,
and (3) qualification
requirements.
For
example,
grade
3 clerk-typist
positions
are one class.
411
classes
in an occupation,
irrespective
of grade
level,
are
grouped
to form a series,
such as all
clerk-typists.
csc
develops
occupational
standards
to guide
agencies
in placina
In any
positions
in appropriate
classes
and grade
levels.
individual
series,
not all
18 grade
levels
are used but
only
those
that
represent
the range
of work
found
in that
occupation.
The 1.3 million
GS employees
are in 22 broad
occupational
groups
containina
about
430 occupations,
and
each occupation
is slotted
into
1 or more of the 18 grades.
Under
the act,
agencies
must classify
their
own GS’l
through
GS-15 positions
using
CSC standards
as guides.
For
each position,
agencies
must prepare
a written
description
of duties,
responsibilities,
and supervisory
relationships,
which
an agency
official
certifies
is complete
and accurateCSC is responsible
for monitoring
the adequacy
of agencies’
classification
practices
and may direct
an agency
to coror may withdraw
the auency’s
rect
improper
clal csifications
classification
authority.
view

The
and

law (5 U.3.C.
adjustment
of

5301 et
-F seo.)
white-collar

1

provides
emplcyees’

for
an annual
sslaries
by

re-

these pay principles,
administrative
action.
. It also provides
(1) pay be comparable
with private
enterprise
pay for
that:
the same levels
of work,
(2) pay be equal for substantially
equal workr
(3) pay distinctions
be maintained
in keeping
with work and performance
distinctions,
and (4) pay levels
for the statutory
pay systems be interrelated
(GS, Foreign
of Medicine
and Surgery
of the
Service p and Department
Veterans
Administration.)
Annually,
a selected
group of GS benchmark positions
at various
grades are priced
in the private
sector
and used
as the basis for setting
GS salaries.
Salaries
for the other
statutory
pay systems are related
to GS pay through
job
That is, typical
evaluation
techniques.
duties,
responsiand qualifications
required
in one GS grade are
bilities,
matched' to those of a similar
work level
in another
system.
This comparison
provides
the basis for pricing
the pay structure of the dependent
system.
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CHAPTER.2
-IMPROVED
and

Proper
position
maintaining
the
--equal

pay

for

--comparability

CLASSIFICATION

classification
objectives
equal
of

is

the

to

achieving

with

and
the

private

Improper
classification
adversely
affects
the Government’s
competitive
posture,
and
classification
and pay systems.
The
eral
and
fication.
can result

key

of

work

pay

NEEDED

sector.
employee
morale,
the integrity
of

process
for
setting
pay--annually
comparing
Fedprivate
sector
jobs-depends
upon proper
classiIf Federal
jobs
are overgraded,
the pay process
in unjustifiably
high
Federal
salaries.

The average
GS grade
has crept
upward--SO
percent
since
1949.
Much of the increase
was justifiable,
but some was
the result
of overgrading.
Even small
increases
in the average
grade
level
cause
tremendous
increases
in Government
costs.
Managers’
attitudes
are not conducive
to making
the
classification
process
work:
managers
exert
pressure
to
have positions
overgraded
and are reluctant
to correctly
classify
overgraded
positions.
In addition,
some agencies
programs
to control
classif
ication
are inadequate:
the
annual
position
reviews
required
by law are not adequately
performed;
internal
evaluations
are infrequent;
little
emphasis
is given
to organizational
studies;
and procedures
to maintain
accurate
position
descriptions
are inadequate.
Consequently,
grading
are not
more attention,
GRADE TREND:
since

although
known,
the
especially

the full
situation
by agency

dimensions
warrants
managers.

of overconsiderably

UPWARD

GS payroll
costs
the Classification

have
Act

risen
was

steeply--about
enacted
in

600
1949.

percent--!

’

20 16
Payroll 12
costs
(Billions) 8
4lIl~IIl’l~~““~““““‘~
49

54

59

64

69

74

Fiscal Year

The higher
costs
are attributable
mainly
to increases
in the
number
of employees
(about
85 percent)
and in pay rates
(about
175 Dercent).
But some of the increased
costs
are attributable
The GS average
grade
has increased
50 perto higher
grades.
cent-from GS-5.25
to GS-7.87.

18

9

8
Average
GS Grade
7

6

5
~1111~11I1~1111~111I~II11)

49

54

59

64

Fiscal Year

69

I4

The grade

distribution

changed.

.

16

Percent
of Total
GS Workforce

14 t
12

I-

1

g/Grades
GS-18s

2

3

4

6

6

16 through
18 were not used in 1949;
in 1974 was too small to be reflected.

percentage

of

Grade levels
increased
largely
because the Government
employed fewer clerical
and lower skilled
personnel
but
more professionals
and highly
trained
technicians.
The
higher
skills
were needed because of technological
changes
and the Government's
more complex programs,
such as space,
health
research,
and environmental
protection.
Nevertheless,
the increase
in grade average has caused concern.
CONCERN ABOUT GRADE ESCALATION
In 1951 the Congress
approved
legislation
requiring
agencies
to review positions
annually
to make sure they are
all needed and correctly
classified
and report
related
actions
to certain
Committees
of the Congress.
(See p. 13.)
1969 a subcommittee
of the House Committee
on Post
and Civil
Service
issued a report
on its study of job
evaluation
and ranking
in the Federal
Government.
The subcommittee
found major problems
with position
classification-among them, pay considerations
had put pressure
on the classification
system to increase
grade levels
and overgrading
had resulted.
Federal
white-collar
pay generally
lagged
behind that for the private
sector
until
July 1969 when
Federal
pay was raised
to "full"
comparability.
Since then,
pay has been adjusted
annually.
The subcommittee
also found
adversary
relationships
between classifiers
and managers,
In

Office

5

corqlex
adequate

and insufficient
ciassif
ication
standards,
(See
p.
21.)
monitoring
by CSC.

and

in-

‘4

In 1971 the Office
of Management
and Budget
(OMB) established
a program
to reduce
the grade
average
because
it believed
that
jobs were being
upgraded
unjustifiably
and that
Federal
agencies
were not adequately
controlling
the grades
of higher
level
jobs.
OMB estimated
that
each one-tenth
increase
in grade
average
cost
$175 million
at 1971 pay and
benefit
levels.
Agencies
that
had experienced
escalation
were required
to reduce
their
average
grades
and meet specific
targets
by the ends of fiscal
years
1972 and 1973.
In August
1973,
OMB abandoned
specific
targets
and began monitoring
monthly
trends.
When an agency
showed grade
escalation,
selective
controls
were applied.
EVIDENCE

OF OVERGRADING

Although
various
reviews
have shown overgraded
positions,
the magnitude
and pervasiveness
of overgrading
are
unknown.
According
to CSC, its
survey
results
cannot
be used
to generalize
a specific
percentage
error
rate
Governmentwide m But overgrading
has serious
ramifications:
--Some
employees
may feel
their
positions
are
graded
in comparison
to overgraded
positions,
ing to morale
problems
and loss
of productivity.

underlead-

--The
Government
benefits,
and

salaries,

--The
Government
i. n the 1a5or

will
market.

--The
overgraded
other
improper
--Tl-im

ictp,cr

CSC classification

will
pay
training.

excessive

be viewed

position
may
s;assifications.

i 2y

nf

the

system

costs
as

for

an unfair

become
becomes

competitor

a precedent

for

questionable.

findings

oversight
responsibility,
CSC reviews
As Part
of its
agencies’
classification
practices
and controls.
During
fiscal
years
1969 through
1974,
CSC reviewed
about
54,000
GS positions-24,000
by documentary
review
(reviewing
agency
documentation,
such as position
descriptions,
organization
chartsp
and mission
statements)
and 30,000
by desk audit
(interviewing
the incumbent
and/or
other
employees
to determine the actual
duties
and responsibilities
of the position
in addition
to the documentary
review).
About
23,500
of

these positions
were not actually
identical
to reviewed
positions.

reviewed

but

were

presumed

Because the positions
were selected
for review on a judgthe results
could not be projerror-seeking
basis,
mental,
But over the 6-year
period
CSC found about 1,600
ected.
about 310 graded too low, and
positions
graded too high,
5,000 questionable
classifications
which CSC directed
the
(See pa 26.)
There were also about
agencies
to review.
such as an incorrect
occupational
series.
2,300 other errors,
A summary of CSC's findings
follows.
Total
reviews
Percen'S
Number
Positions
reviewed
54,000
Overgraded
1,600
Undergraded
310
Other errors
2,300
Questionable
(for agency
review)
5,000

100.0
3.0
.6
4.3
9.4

Desk audits
Number
PercenE

Documentary
reviews
Number
Percent

30,000
1,400
250
1,900

100.0
4.7
.9
6.3

24,000
200
60
400

3,500

12.1

1,500

100.0
1.0
.3
1.8
6.1

Because allegations
of grade escalation
from loose or
careless
agency practices
were increasing
and because there
was little
hard data to support
or disprove
the allegations,
CSC in fiscal
year 1974 undertook
a special
study,
more
sophisticated
in approach,
to identify
and analyze
problems
in classifying
positions
at grades 12 through
15.
For the
40 most populated
professional
and administrative
occupaactual
grade level
distributions
were compared to
tions,
the normal grade distribution
expected
by CSC standards
writers.
From those 13 occupations
and 13 agencies
with the
greatest
variance
(except
for a nonbiased
control
group),
700 nonsupervisory
positions
were selected
for desk audit.
CSC's December 1974 report
disclosed
a 16-percent
error
rate among these positions.
Overgrading
was the most serious
problem
identified:
28 percent
of the positions
in the Xasharea were overgraded
as were 10 percent
of
ington,
D.C.,
those elsewhere.
Overgradinq
was not uniformly
distributed
among the agencies-ranging
from 34;8 to 3.8 percent
(excluding four agencies
where fewer than 16 positions
were audited).
The major cause of overgrading
was pressure
exerted
by agency managers.
In the field,
an equally
important
cause
was the lack of classification
expertise
among agency personnel staffs.
Although
the error
rate was not representative of all grades,
all occupations,
or all agencies,
it was

rate expected
or previously
higher
than the error
CSC planned
to study other occupations
As a result,
the same method of selection.
GAO desk

uncovered.
using

audits

We reviewed
classification
practices
at several
Federal
activities
selected
on such criteria
as the size of the GS
cost-of-living
index,
reputed
quality
of claswork force,
and susceptibility
to vertical
resification
practices,
view from field
to headquarters.
Our review emphasized
classification
controls.
To gain firsthand
knowledge
about
the soundness
of classification
decisions,
we desk-audited
101 positions
selected
because they involved
the missionappeared
to
be
misgraded,
seemed
related
duties
of the agency,
not to fit
into the organizational
structure,
appeared
similar to positions
in other agencies,
or looked excessive
in
number.
Our selection
process
was largely
judgmental,
so
the results
could not be projected
or considered
representative of the activities
as a whole.
By auditing
these posiwe found errors
could occur and gained insight
into
tions,
the reliability
of the activities'
controls.
Of the 101 positions
audited,
38 were in clerical
occupations
and 63 were in professional
or administrative
ocWe considered
74 overgraded-clerical
and 41
cupations.
professional
or administrative.
We discussed
our findings
with officials
at each activity.
The Department
of Labor's
Manpower Administration
(MA) Headquarters
did not agree or
disagree.
The other agencies
agreed that many positions
we questioned
were overgraded
and promised
corrective
action.
We did not make desk audits
at the Atlanta
MA, because‘
CSC was evaluating
classification
at that activity
as part
of a personnel
management evaluation.
Instead,
we observed
CSC's desk audits.
Of 68 positions
judgmentally
selected,
CSC found 58 overgraded,
1 undergraded,
and 3 that needed
series
or title
changes.
The Department
of Labor said it
was working
with CSC to implement
corrections
nationwide.
PRESSURE ON THE CLASSIFICATION

SYSTEM

Many pressures
are exerted
on the classification
tem to overgrade
positions.
They come from within
outside
the system.
Management

sysand

attitudes

Maintaining
the integrity
of the classification
sysBut some mantem is management's
direct
responsibility.
agers want to upgrade as a means of rewarding
and recruiting

8

--the
major
resource.for
*accomplishing
Government
employees
In view of the importance
of classification
and
programs.
its
dependence
on management’s
attitude
and support,
we
believe
managers
need to assume their
roles
more seriously
and more responsibly.
CSC’s special
fiscal
year
1974 study
concluded
that
pressure
by agency
managers
upon the classification
system
Managers
had (1) inflated
was the major
cause
of overgrading.
or distorted
position
descriptions
by certifying
the accuracy
of work assignments
which
were not being
performed
and (2)
used their
influence
to modify
or sway the classifiers’
This management
bedecisions
in assigning
grade
levels.
havior
was caused
by efforts
to reward
employees
for
good performance,
to recruit
employees,
and to aline
posi-e
tions
with
organizational
levels.

h

several
reports
on CSC’s regular
evaluations
Also,
of agencies’
personnel
management
stated
that
some managers
were unconcerned
about
proper
position
classif
ication
and
economical
organization
structure;
obtaining
the highest
grades
for
their
employees
in the shortest
period
of time
was their
primary
interest.
Management
pressures
were also
evident
during
our review.
At one agency
a personnel
officer
stated
that
the
classification
program
was liberal
because
it was his
policy
to accommodate
management.
A classifier
said
that
management
pressure
stifled
the personnel
office’s
ability
to fulfill
its
statutory
responsibilities.
At another
agency,
personnel
officials
and classifiers
said
they were frequently
pressured
to overgrade
positions.
But management
officials
disagreed.
They said
that
managers
and classifiers
occasionally
differed
on the grade
a position
would
support
and that
managers
sometimes
pressured
classifiers
to complete
grading
actions
promptly.
Some managers
focus
on pay and the local
job market
when preparing
position
descriptions.
If it
is difficult
to recruit
or retain
employees
without
increasing
their
one
manager
said
positions
would
be
overstated
and
pay,
classified
at higher
grades.
For instance,
the high
demand by Federal
agencies
for
clerical
workers
in Washingmade it difficult
to hire
and retain
them
tonp D.C.,
without
increasing
their
pay,
which
was usually
done by

9

*

%JO&
overgrading
the positions.
at two other agencies
,ilc~, saicj
sifying
positions.

managers and classifiers
pay was a factor
in clas-

If higher
private
sector
salaries
cause recruitment
or retention
problems
for Federal
agencies,
CSC, under
higher
minimum salaries
than provided
by the
the law, permits
General
Schedule.
This is a legal
and more economical
method
of raising
Federal
pay to compete with higher
private
sector
salaries:
special
pay rates may be used only as long as
justified
while
employees
may retain
inflated
grades indefinitely.
Reluctance

to downgrade

positions

When a number of positions
are identified
for downthe agency may request
CSC approval
to delay downgrading,
grading
the incumbents
for up to 1 year while
attempting
to reassign
or retrain
them for other positions.
If these
attempts
fail
and the incumbents
must be downgraded,
those
who have worked at the higher
grade level
for 2 years may
be permitted
to retain
the higher
pay for 2 more years.
During
that time the agency is supposed to make further
attempts
to reassign
the employees
to positions
at their
former
grade levels.
Despite
these provisions,
agencies
appear to
reluctant
to downgrade positions.
In an article
Personnel
Managementpn
January-February
1975, the
director
of CSC's evaluation
bureau described
the
this
way:

be very
in “Public
former
reluctance

'* * * the case findings
of a survey team only
begins what frequently
turns
into a long process
of argument,
counterargument,
discussion,
appeal,
etc,
Sometimes after
a long back and forth
process, the outcome is that the agency bypasses
the
decision
by changing
the job itself,
which it
always retains
the authority
to do.”
Positions,
which are known to be overgraded
but which
an agency does not intend
to classify
properly
until
the
incumbent
leaves,
are commonly referred
to as incumbency
allocations.
This practice
violates
law and requlations
that require
all positions
to be properly
classified
on
the basis of current
duties
and responsibilities.
One
classifier
said he would label
a position
an incumbency
allocation
rather
than attempt
downgrading
because he felt
the personnel
officer
would not support
it.
Another
classifier
would never downgrade a position
for fear of reprisal.
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(HUD)
The Department
of Housing and Urban Development
In January
acknowledged
having
incumbency'allocations.
1974, a HUD newsletter
addressed
the incumbency
allocation
on joint
CSC and HUD perproblem
as did several
reports
HUD's
incumbency
allocations
sonnel management evaluations,
were caused by a policy
directed
by headquarters
of not
dismissing
or downgrading
anyone even though their
duties
and responsibilities
changed during
HUD's 1971-72 reorganization
and by a practice
in the field
during
the same period
the highest
grade of a multigraded
of assigning
a position
standard
position
descriotion
whether
justified
or not.
of standard
position
descrip(See p. 17 for a discussion
HUD's
incumbency
allocations
have
been
integrated
tions.)
with other classification
problems
on which,
HUD said,
action
was being taken to resolve.
Social
and Rehabilitation
Services
(SRS) classifiers
said that SRS had a number of incumbency
allocations
but
that no records
were maintained
to show the actual
number.
Classifiers
also said they were seldom consulted
by management prior
to reorganizations
and this
led to classifying positions
on the basis of the organization
chart
rather
In addition,
there was
than duties
and responsibil'ities.
an unofficial
policy
aaainst
downgrading
overgraded
posi9 tions
but no system for monitoring
those positions
for
Classifiers
also said standard
position
later
correction.
(See p. 17
descriptions
had created
incumbency
positions.
for further
discussion
of standard
position
descriptions.)
HEW said in its subsequent
review several
incumbency
allocations
were found and corrective
actions
ordered.
In Atlanta,
Yanpower Administration
officials
said a
few incumbency
allocations
existed
but were being corrected.
Officials
believed
that incumbency
allocations
resulted
almost
entirely
from a no dismissal,
no downgrade po,licy
ordered
by the Department
of Labor during
recent
reorganiLabor officials
stated
this was not current
policy.
zations.
Other

influences

on classification

Unions,
professional
societies,
and Congressmen
want
to insure
that employees
recei:le
the grades and salaries
to which they are entitled.
Some professional
societies
give the impression
that the grofession"s
prestige
depends
on the grade levels
set by CSC guidelines.
Employees and
their
representatives
try to influence
aqencies
and the Conpositions.
gress to upgrade certain
Sometimes their
efforts
to upgrade one group or occuoation
adversely
affec$s
other
employees
whose representatives
then exert pressure
on their
behalf.
Sy the nature
of the classification
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the grades
are balanced’
and
3ystem,
LIpgrading
the Lvorkinq
occupations.
leads
to pressures
to unorade
another

interreiated
level
in one
occuoation.

a1nor.q

occupation

the Bureau
of Customs
in 1970,
reclasFor example,
sified
about
600 GS-9 customs
inspector
positions
to GS-11
after
reassignina
some duties
considered
to be worth
GS-11.
At least
one union
claimed
it was instrumental
in having
Other
GS -9 customs
the inspectors
upgraded.
insoectors
filed
appeals
claiming
there
were no differences
among the
positions.
CSC then
initiated
a standards
study
to retwo unions
urged
that
GS-11 be
evaluate
the occupation:
established
as the working
level.
the union
for
immigration
inspectors
brought
As a result,
suit
in the courts
to upgrade
their
working
level
to GS-11.
The Department
of Agriculture
officially
complained
about
the customs
inspector
upgradings
because
a union,
employees,
and managers
had protested
that
plant
guarantine
inspectors
should
be similarly
graded.
CSC-- expecting
pressure
to upgrade
import
specialists,
border
patrol
agents,
investiqaand other
kinds
of Federal
inspectors--estimated
fhe
tors,
initial
salary
increases
alone
could
cost
$7.6 million
in
addition
to increased
costs
for
fringe
benefits
and earlier
step
increases.
i3ecause
of this
and other
mass upgradings,
lished
in 1970 a policy
that
agencies
consult
before
making
classification
chanqes
affecting
TO positions.
In 1973 a more stringent
policy
duced which
lowered
the number
to 20 positions.

CSC estabwith
CSC
more than
was intro-

AGENCIES NEED
TO STRENGTIIEN
--~EASSIFICATI~N
AND CCNTROLS
--I_PRAmIcEs --After
aqencies
decide
how their
overall
functions
will
be carried
out
and divided
into
Fortions
that
individual
employees
can perform,
managers
or classifiers
record
the work
to be done Sy eac’h employee.
Classifiers
then use
these
position
descriptions
to evaluate
the jobs
against
appropriate
standards
and to assign
series,
titles,
and
12rades.
Since
duties
and responsibilities
may change,
either
qradually
and unintentionally
or as the result
oi such
?lanr,ed
management
action
as a reorganization,
agencies
$+r)u13
establish
procedures
to periodically
review
and up‘,? tP classifications.
The agencies
are required
by 1s~
t9 review
Test
oositions
annually.

We found that:
--The annual review of positions
required by law to
insure that positions
are needed and classified
correctly was not adequately performed at most activities.
--Procedures
to insure
current and accurate

that position
descriptions
were not always followed.

were

--Most agencies did not have effective
programs to regularly
evaluate their human resource management,
Whitten

review

not adequately

c

performed

Section 1310(d) of the Supplemental Appropriation
Act
of 1952, as amended, (5 U.S.C. 3101, Mote) commonly referred
to as the Whitten amendment, requires each agency to annually
--review
all positions
created or placed in a higher
basic pay level since September 1, 1950;
--abolish

positions

found to be unnecessary:

--insure
that needed positions
are classified
making any appropriate
adjustments;
and
--report
the actions taken to the Appropriations
the Post Office and Civil Service Committees
Senate and House of Representatives.

properly,
and
of the

CSC regulations
state that compliance with the Whitten
amendment requires
a periodic
review of all positions
by competent classification
specialists
to insure that positions
are
properly
classified.
Moreover, such reviews should include
desk audits,
since reviews of position
descriptions
without
some desk audits do not generally
provide sufficient
firsthand knowledge on which to form sound classification
determinations.
At six of the seven activities
we examined, there was
little
or no compliance-- the required annual reviews were
often not performed or were conducted in a perfunctory
manner.
At the time of our review in April
1974, HUD had submitted reports to the appropriate
committees of the Congress
for fiscal
years 1970 and 1972 but not for 1971 and 1973.
Subsequently a 1973 report was prepared.
The reports omitted
the certification
that all positions
were necessary and accurately
classified.
The director
of personnel operations
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for
HUD Headquarters
informed
us that nothing
had been
done during
the 18 months prior
to March 1974 to comply
A personnel
specialist
said
with the Whitten
amendment.
although
1970 and 1972 certifications
were made to
that,
no special
reviews
or desk audits
had been
the Congress,
HUD said,
however,
that positions
were reviewed
made.
HUD did not have
prior
to the 1971-72 reorganization.
Department-wide
procedures
for making the annual review;
operating
offices
were responsible
for developing
their
own methods.

At the HUD Chicago regional
office,
little
had been
done before
fiscal
year 1973 to comply with the Whitten
amendment because of major classification
problems
and
changes resulting
from reorganization.
In 1973 regional
managers were asked to review position
descriptions
with
incumbents
and submit to the regional
personnel
office
revised
or new descriptions
along with a memorandum certifying that all other position
descriptions
were accurate.
Formal responses
were received
from only 12 of the 25 organizational
units,
and no desk audits
were made.
The Department
of Health,
Education,
and Welfare's
(HEW's) report
to the Congress for fiscal
year 1973
omitted
the certification
that all positions
were necessary and accurately
classified.
SRS classifiers
said that
before
fiscal
year 1974 the Whitten
review primarily
involved
reviewing
position
descriptions.
There were few
desk audits,
and inaccurate
descriptions
were not corrected.
A classification
official
in the San Francisco
HEW office
said the Whitten
review was superficial;
supervisors
certified the accuracy
of position
descriptions
without
reviewing them and consequently
the descriptions
were rarely
changed.
Recognizing
that the Whitten
review was not adequately
performed,
HEW in October
1973 issued instructions
requiring supervisory
reviews
of position
descriptions
and desk
audits
by classifiers.
For the fiscal
year 1974 review at
both SRS headquarters
and the HEW San Francisco
office,
the classifiers
originally
planned
desk audits
of a sample
of positions
to comply with the instructions.
But they
were not able to audit
all these positions
by the end of
the fiscal
year because of manpower and time limitations.
In August 1975 HEW said a thorough
review was being conducted
in SRS and the San Francisco
region.
Labor's
Whitten
review procedures
required
supervisors to review position
descriptions
and classifiers
to
desk-audit
15 percent
of the positions.
Manpower Administration
did not follow
these procedures
in fiscal
year
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1973 because of a reorganization
and so notified
the appropriate
congressional
committees
in September
1973.
Similarly,
in 1974
no desk audits
were made for the Whitten
review,
but an MA official
said all descriptions
were reviewed
in connection
with
the reorganization.
He planned
to use that as the basis for
reporting
compliance
with the Whitten
amendment for 1974.
In
July 1975, a comprehensive
review
for fiscal
year 1975 was underway.
In Atlanta
the Defense Contract
Administration
Services
Region (DCASR) had established
adequate
procedures--supervisory
reviews
of position
descriptions
and desk audits
by classifiers-and reported
compliance
with these procedures
and the Whitten
amendment for fiscal
year 1973.
Available
documentation
partially,
but not fully,
supported
compliance
with the requirements.
During our review,
DCASR was fulfilling
the requirements
for fiscal
year 1974.
Inadequate

position

descriptions

Although
position
descriptions
document the basis for
classifying
positions,
most activities
we reviewed
did not
adequate procedures
to maintain
accurate
and current
position descriptions.

have

For the 101 positions
we desk-audited,
nearly
two-thirds
of the descriptions
did not adequately
describe
the incumbents'
work, containing
either
duties
not performed
or siqnificant inaccuracies.
Classifiers
and managers in all agencies
reviewed
agreed that many position
descriptions
did not adequately
describe
major duties
and responsibilities.
That position
descriptions
were inaccurate
and obsolete
was the most frequent
finding
in the CSC classification
evaluation reports
we reviewed.
In the special
fiscal
year 1974
classification
study,
CSC found that almost
40 percent
of
the overgraded
positions
had erroneous,
significantly
mistated
position
descriptions.
HUD did not review positions
on a scheduled
basis to
update descriptions
or check classifications.
The director
for personnel
operations
at HUD headquarters
said such reviews were not necessary
because HUD had reorganized
so
frequently
in recent
years that many positions
had been
newly classified
or reclassified.
Because HUD's Chicago
regional
office
reviewed
positions
only upon request,
only
9 of 1,981 positions
were desk-audited
from January
1973
through
February
1974.
In commenting
on our report,
HUD
said scheduled
position
reviews
would now be emphasized.
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Department
of Labor
procedures
required
supervisors
to
review
position
descriptions
during
employees’
annual
performwhether
the duties
were acance appraisals
p to determine
and
to
report
the
results
to
the personnel
curately
described,
Such a review
was not made at MA’s headquarters
but
office.
was made at its
Atlanta
office.
HEW classifiers
indicated
they generally
relied
on the
annual
Whitten
review
to identify
position
descriptions
reBut we found
that
the Whitten
review
had
quiring
change.
(See p. 13.)
DCASR also
relied
on
been done perfunctorily.
as well
as normal
processing
of
Whitten
review
procedures,
personnel
actions,
to update
position
descriptions.
Although
positions
are generally
classified
on the basis
of duties
being
performed,
sometimes
.a grade
is based on
projected
duties.
One example
is a new position.
Because
it is sometimes
difficult
to evaluate
duties
that
are not
being
performed,
the position,
when functioning,
should
be
reviewed
to determine
if the duties
are the same as anticipated.
HEW did not have a policy
specifying
when to review
positions
classified
on a projected
basis
but considered
its
new Whitten
review
procedures
a proper
substitute.
MA
Atlanta
and DCASR policies
were to review
such positions
within
180 days after
they
were filled.
MA headquarters
did not desk-audit
such positions
in operation
but indicated
that
it would
in the future.
A joint
HUD and CSC evaluation
of the HUD Chicago
office
in November
1973 found
that
many
position
descriptions
developed
on a projected
basis
during
a previous
reorganization
were inadequate
for
classif
ication
descriptions
did not describe
such
purposes
D The position
grade-determining
factors
as the principal
duties,
responsibilities,
and supervisory
relationships
that
CSC regulations
required.
The report
also
stated
that
identical
position
descriptions
were used for
positions
at different
grade
levels.
According
to CSC regulations,
agencies
should
make
sure
that
vacant
positions
are properly
classified
before
they
are filled.
The agencies
reviewed
did not routinely
interview
supervisors
to determine
if the position
descriptions
were accurate
or whether
the jobs
could
be restructured
at lower
grades.
Some of the agencies,
however,
had arbitrarily
filled
vacant
positions
at lower
grades
to reduce
their
grade
averages.
steps

In November
to overcome

1974 CSC directed
abuses
in Federal

agencies
personnel

to

take various
management.

One step expanded the supervisory
certification
on the position
description
that states it is a complete and accurate descripFor
tion of the duties and responsibilities
of the position.
all new and changed positions
after December 16, 1974, supervisors are required to certify
that the position
is necessaryp
that they are aware that the information
is to be used for
statutory
purposes relating
to appointments
and to payment
of pub1 ic .funds r and that false or misleading
statements may
CSC believes,
and
violate
pertinent
statutes
or regulations.
we agree, that this expanded certification
should focus attention
on the importance of accurate position
descriptions
and thus accurate classifications.
A standard position
description
is used to cover a number of nearly identical
jobs.
Standard position
descriptions
can help achieve uniform organizational
structures
at different locations,
facilitating
consistent
regional
implementation of agency programs.
Since many positions
are planned p
described,
and classified
at one time, standard positions
are also economical e But a standard description
that is incorrectly
classified
or one that does not adequately describe
duties multiplies
the classification
problems.
Many HEWSan Francisco regional positions
had standard
position
descriptions
which were prepared and classified
in
Washington, D-C., normally without advice from the regions.
If regional
classifiers
believed the duties and responsibilities in a standard description
did not support the prescribed
grade I they could recommend that the agency headquarters
If the agency refusedp the region's
only
make a change.
recourse was to refer the problem to HEW's Office of Personnel
and Training,
Classifiers
felt they could never obtain management's concurrence to convert such a position
to a nonstandard regional position
covered by a single position
description.
As a result,
there were four known overgraded
positions
covered by standard descriptions.
HEW's subsequent review also showed that standard descriptions
were a
major problem.
They were to be eliminated
where practicable,
and new procedures were established
for clearing
any considered necessary.
Standard position
descriptions
also contributed
to classification
problems in HUD. Headquarters prepared guides
describing
work in a range of grades.
Although they were
meant only as guidance, many HUD field off ices used the
benchmarks as standard descriptions
and assigned to positions the highest grade in the range regardless
of actual
duties and responsibilities.
In cases where the rationale
for the classification
of
a position
was not evident,
the agencies required evaluation
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Generally,
statements
setting
forth
the basis for the decision.
if the position
was above the fullthey were required
the occupational
series
was not obviousp
performance
level,
the occupation
did not have its own classification
standard,
a new position
was being graded for the first
time,
or the
basis for the grade was otherwise
not evident.
Many positions
we audited
met the agency's
criteria
but did not have
the required
evaluation
statements.
For example,
14 positions
in our sample at SRS required
evaluation
statements,
but only one had been prepared.
Since classifiers
said
they did not have time
to prepare
them, HEW began a study
of staffing
requirements.
Little

emphasis

given

to position

management-

Organizations
are dynamic,
with changing
missions,
proand
personnel.
In
such
a
fluid
environment,
agencies
grams,
need to continually
reevaluate
their
organizations
to inand economical
structure.
sure the most efficient
By making
regularly
recurrent
reviews
of positions
and the duties
and
responsibilities
assigned,
managers will
avoid overstaffing,
eliminate
nonessential
activities,
and insure
that human
resources
are used economically.
For examplep although
five
GS-6 claims
examiners
may actually
perform
work classifiable
as 40 percent
GS-6, 20 percent
GS-5, 20 percent
GS-4, and
20 percent
GS-3, the most economical
organization
would be
one GS-3,
one GS-4, one GS-5 and two GS-6 positions.
Both
salary
and training
costs would be less.
Some agencies
did not make regular
periodic
management studies
but did make such evaluations
informal,
When studies
were made,
--ad-hoc basis.
classifiers
often
did not fully
participate
even
their
experience
in occupational
analysis
would
invaluable.

position
on an
position
though
have been

For example,
at the time of our review HUD did not
have a formal
program to systematically
evaluate
the organization
and position
structure.
Formal studies
were not
made on a regular
basis but only as needed.
Since 1971
two such studies
had been made at HUD headquarters.
Position classifiers
were not members of the review teams but
were consulted
when classification
matters
were considered.
A HUD official
told us that most organizational
planning
was done informally
at regular
meetings
and conferences
and was not documented.
HUD also commented that many resources
were committed
to task force planning
before
major
reorganizations.
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Similarly,
MA had not made formal
position
management
In Atlanta
no
studies
on a scheduled
or cyclical
basis.
reports
on any position
management studies
had been issued.
three studies
related
to position
manageAt headquarters,
ment were documented
during
fiscal
years 1972 through
1974.
We were told some undocumented
reorganization
studies
were
Although
position
classifiers
were consulted,
also made.
they should have been used more extensively,
according
to
one official.
In commenting
on our report,
the Department
of Labor said the position
management review deficiency
would be corrected.
DCASR freguently
made organizational
studies--six
in
fiscal
year 1974 --but
classifiers
were limited
to grading
positions
after
an organization
structure
was developed.
The acting
deputy commander said that position
classification was not considered
in the initial
stages of these
studies
because the first
objective
was to develop
an
organizational
structure
that could best do the job.
Regular
internal
personnel
management evaluations
needed

I

Another
method an agency can use to insure
the best
possible
use of personnel
resources
is an internal
personnel management evaluation
(PME).
Through reviews
of
actual
personnel
practices,
management can insure
that its
policies
are effectively
carried
out.
In 1969, the President
directed
each agency to establish
a system to review periodically
the effectiveness
of all personnel
management functions,
such as position
classification,
merit
promotion,
and equal
employment
opportunity.
CSC appraised
internal
PME programs
at 20 large departments
and agencies
and concluded
that,
as
of June 1973, they were not yet fully
effective.
Smaller
agencies'
PME programs were even less advanced.
Since
then,
CSC has devoted more resources
to improving
agencies’
internal
PME systems.
(See p* 23.)
Within
HEW, the Office
of Personnel
and Training
is
responsible
for conducting,
managing,
and coordinating
PMEs.
Since personnel
functions
were decentralized
in 1972, HEW's
evaluation
efforts
had been concentrated
in the regional
offices.
In 1975 it planned
to evaluate
each HEW agency's
internal
PME program.
At the time of our review,
SRS had assigned
one individual responsibility
for PMEs, but none had been performed
at headquarters,
reportedly
because HEW had not provided
new guidelines
for making PM% and the personnel
officer
had not decided
how to carry
out this
function.
Since
May 1972, when some classification
authority
was delegated
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to the region,
the HEW San Francisco
office
had made three
PMEs. Additional
PMEs scheduled
for 1974 were canceled
because the region
lacked
the staff
to make the evaluations.
There had been no internal
PMEs in MA before
our reThe Department
of Labor said an internal
evaluation
view.
function
became operational
in fiscal
year 1975, but MA was
not reviewed
because of its own effort
to review classification.
At DCASR internal
PMEs, which included
position
classification
reviewsl
were made by survey teams from the headquarters
personnel
office.
Defense Supply Agency procedures
provided
that position
classification
at field
installations
be reviewed
every 2 years and that documentary
reviews
be
made,of positions
at installations
not covered by onsite
The Defense Supply Agency had conducted
a PME at
review.
the DCASR shortly
before
our review.
The findings,
reoorted
after
our review,
included
53 questionable
classifications
for the DCASR's review.
In commenting
on our report,
Defense said CSC reviewed
the agency's
PME program in 1974
and found the classification
portion
adequate.
HUD had assigned
one staff
member to plan and coordiPM&.
From operating
personnel
staffs,
he selected
team members who participated
with CSC in jointly
evaluating HUD regional
offices.
During
1974 HUD initiated
reviews of regional
administration,
which also included
some
but had no regular
program for conpersonnel
evaluation,
ducting
PMEs of HUD headquarters.
nate
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CHAPTER 3
CSC ACTIVITIES

TO MONITOR AND

STRENGTHEN CLASSIFICATION

--PRACTICES

The Classification
Act requires
CSC to (1) prepare
occupational
standards
to guide agencies
in classifying
positions
and (2) monitor
agencies'
classification
practices,
Both roles
should contribdirecting
any necessary
corrections.
ute significantly
to effective
classification
programs.
Approup-to-date
standards
make it easier
for agency classipriate,
fiers
to consistently
determine
proper
classifications
while
CSC's monitoring
provides
the only independent
check on the
propriety
of agency classifications.
There have been many problems
has taken initiatives
to cope with

with CSC's role,
the situation.

but

CSC

--Many standards
are complex and out-of-date.
CSC has
established
a plan to update standards
and has developed
and tested
a new method of classification
guidance.
--CSC's
monitoring
has not covered
all agencies
and its
method of obtaining
problem
correction
has had limitations.
CSC has recently
developed
a new approach
to
identify
classification
problems
and has emphasized
the need for agencies
to improve
their
PME systems.
It is too early
to judge whether
these initiatives
will
have a significant
positive
impact on agencies'
practices.
We believe,
however,
that the long-existing
pressures
on
the classification
system and the weak controls
implemented
by some agencies
require
CSC's continued
emphasis on proper
classification.
The situation
requires
a firm stand on
important
issues
regardless
of agency officials'
opposition.
Management must be made aware of, and must assume responsibility
for,
good classification
practices.
CLASSIFICATION

GUIDANCE

For approximately
290 of the 430 occupational
series,
CSC
prepared
written
classification
standards
which described
the
nature
of the work and provided
criteria
for determining
various
grade levels.
These standards
covered
about 85 percent
of the
GS positions.
Other positions
must be graded by using CSC
standards
for similar
occupations
or supplemental
standards
developed
by the agencies.
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Managers and classification
specialists
we interviewed
criticized
about two dozen standards.
The most common complaints
were questionable
or inconsistent
grade level
distinctions,
outdated
treatment
of the occupations,
and poor
writing
and presentation
of material
in the standards,,
Our
desk audits
largely
confirmed
these views.
Most of the standards consulted
were usable in one way of another,
but about
six created
real difficulties.
In the past,
CSC prepared
new or revised
standards
for
occupations
which agencies,
CSC, or other
interest
groups
identified
as most in need of study.
The standards
projects
lagged behind schedule
and at times did not keep pace with
occupational
changes because occupational
analysts
had been
reassigned
to develop
classification
standards
for bluecollar
occupations
and to work on a new system for classifying GS positions.
According
to CSC, about 90 standards
had
not been revised
or updated in more than 10 years.
In 1974
CSC developed
a multi-year
plan for reviewing
classification
standards
which stated
that updating
the standards
would
require
approximately
230 new or revised
standards
and 20
multiseries
guides.
The plan also stated
that new occupational
series
would be defined
and obsolete
ones abolished.
A
a more
needing
problem
ranked
cupations

planning
system adopted in fiscal
year 1974 provided
structured
approach
to screening
and rating
occupations
attention.
CSC, aided by agencies"
input,
identified
areas which were weighted
according
to urgency
and
in priority
order.
A current
status
report
for all ocwas made a regular
part of the system.

Initiatives
In 1969, a subcommittee
of the House Committee
on Post
Office
and Civil
Service
reported
that CSC's standards
were
too complex,
in many cases obsolete,
and that many occupations
were not covered by CSC standards.
This led to legislation
that resulted
in a 2-year
study of evaluation
and pay systems.
One recommendation
of the study group was a new method of job
evaluation.
In response,
CSC revised
and tested
the grading
system
for all nonsupervisory
positions
in grades GS-1 through
GS-15.
In this system a position
is analyzed
in terms of
nine factors
common to all positions,
point
values
are assigned
to each factor
according
to the level
of difficulty,
and the total
point
values
for all factors
are converted
to
a GS grade.
To determine
the appropriate
point
values,
classifiers
can compare the job to
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--position
standards --examples
occupation,

of jobs common in the

--occupational
standards --descriptions
of the nine factors at each grade level in the occupation,
and
--the primary standard --the basic
factors
common to all positions
all grade levels.

description
of the nine
in all occupations
at

CSC, which was considering
the desirability
of converting
to
this new system. said it would be more understandable
to employees, managers, and classifiers,
as well as easier to apply.
MONITORINGPERSONNELMANAGEMENT
CSC has evaluated personnel management for many years.
But the Federal personnel system is too vast for CSC alone to
adequately cover it.
In an October 1969 memorandum, the President
reemphasized
the importance of CSC's function.
In addition
to strengthening CSCss role as the overseer of personnel management effectiveness,
he called upon agency heads to strengthen
an evaluation process that was to be carried out principally
by the
agencies themselves,
in accordance with CSC standards.
csc
was required
to (1) set standards,
(2) assess the adequacy
of agency systems and order improvements,
(3) research and
develop improved methods for evaluating
personnel management,
and (4) maintain the capability
to independently
review agency
personnel management effectiveness.
CSC appraised internal
PME programs at 20 large departments and agencies and concluded that, as of June 1973, they
were not yet fully effective.
Consequently,
CSC has devoted
more resources to improving agencies'
internal
PME systems.
In our September 1974 report to CSC regarding
its overall
personnel management evaluation
activities,
we agreed that
CSC should devote more effort
to improving agency PME systems.
We concluded that:
"The single most important thing that needs to be done
in improving personnel management in the Federal Government is for each agency to establish
and place in
operation
a PME system in accordance with Commission
standards.
Agencies have done little
to develop acceptable PME systems since the President's
memorandum
and the Commission had spent relatively
little
effort
until fiscal
years 1973-74 to help the agencies improve
their PME systems.
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"Most of the Commission's
effort
in recent
years has
been placed
on onsite
evaluations
of agencies'
personnel management,
a job too big for its staff
and
one that the agencies
should do themselves.
In these
the
Commission
has
tried
certain
apevaluations,
proaches
that have not been successful
* * *.I'
Classification
To fulfill
CSC is authorized

evaluations
its

classification

oversight

responsibilities,

to

--review
positions
they are classified

in each agency
properly,

--correct
propriate

misclassified
positions
class and grade,
and

--revoke,
classify

suspend,
positions

to determine

whether

by certifying

or restore
an agency's
when warranted.

authority

the apto

During
fiscal
years 1969 through
1974, CSC issued about
3,900 evaluation
reports
on agencies'
personnel
management.
About one-third
of the reports
included
sections
on position
classification
or position
management and covered activities
that had about 500,000 GS positions.
A number of major Federal installations
were not reviewed.
For example,
the Mare
Island
Naval Shipyard,
California,
with over 2,200 GS employees
had never been reviewed.
Kelly
Air Force Base, Texas, with
about 22,000 employees;
Army Military
District
of Washington,
D.C., with about 10,000 employees;
and Bureau of Indian
Affairs,
Albuquerque,
New Mexico,
with about 6,000 employees
were a few of the large
installations
where CSC had not reviewed classification
during
those 6 years.
Since there is
little
possibility
that CSC alone could give the yast Federal
personnel
system adequate
coverage,
CSC changed its planning
process
for 1975 to try to cover the most severe problems
at
installations
most in need of review and.decided
to devote
more resources
to improving
agencies'
internal
PME systems.
Each regional
office
assessed
the severity
of known problems
at each installation
in its area and assigned
review priorities
using standard
criteria.
In addition,
reviews
were
planned
to evaluate
agencies'
internal
PMEs.
Obtaining
----

corrective --

action

Of about 200 evaluation
reports
we reviewed,
about twothirds
indicated
remedial
action
was needed.
Agencies
did
not fully
comply with the classification
recommendations
in
more than half of these reports.
In some cases, agencies
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promised
cause

had

action;
in
of reorganization
no documentation

agencies
delayed
compliance
beplans;
and,
in others,
CSC records
showing
agency
action.

some,

Although
CSC said
that
problems
were sometimes
discussed
informally
and resolved,
it had no assurance
that
action
was taken
or that
action
taken
was adequate
without
no one in the CSC
written
verification.
In one such case,
regional
office
remembered
the specifics
of the evaluation
or what actions
the agency
had taken.
In another
case,
CSC
personnel
told
us the agency
had made the necessary
changes;
but,
upon further
inquiry,
CSC found
that
corrective
action
had not been taken.
At that
point,
CSC wrote
a letter
requesting immediate
action
.
The agency
responded
that
the changes
were planned
but did not provide
the supporting
data
CSC had
requested
a
We reviewed
23 CSC reports
on followup
evaluations.
Sixteen
showed
the same or similar
classification
problems
as
previously
repor ted,
and two others
reflected
worse
problems.
For example,
an August
1971 report
showed
overgraded
positions,
a high
ratio
of technical
to clerical
employees,
inadequate
controls
over
detailing
employees
to other
duties,
and a
“paper ” classification
program
that
did not include
sufficient
desk audits
or written
evaluations
of borderline
classifications.
In October
1973 a followup
report
credited
the
activity
with
reducing
the number
of overgraded
positions
and
correcting
some inequities
in its
grade
structure.
But there
were still
serious
work force
imbalances
with
higher
level
employees
doing
lower
grade
clerical
work.
There was no evidence of an active
classification
program--classification
reviews
were perfunctory,
desk audits
were few,
and position
descriptions
were obsolete
and inaccurate.
Some employees
were misassigned
and/or
misgraded;
some details
were not
controlled
or documented;
and 49 positions
required
some
action
by the agency.
CSC’s tools
to obtain
classification
compliance--the
certification
of individual
positions
and the revocation
of
an activity’s
classification
authority--had
been used infrequently.
Certification
is a legally
binding
CSC decision
as
to the appropriate
class
and grade
of a position.
Of the
reports
we reviewed,
certification
was used on eight
occasions-twice
from 1969 to 1973 but six
times
since
then.
This
indicates
that
CSC is taking
a firmer
stance
toward
responsive
agency
action.
CSC made classification
recommendations
in 22
of the 27 fiscal
year
1974 reports
we reviewed,
obtained
corrective
action
in 8, and was aggressively
pursuing
the
others.
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Identifying

underlying

causes

Although
some reports
dealt
with underlying
or basic
One
causes of agency classification
problems,
most did not.
CSC regional
official
said that underlying
causes were reported
unless
they involved
incompetent
agency personnel
His counterpart
in another
restaff
or agency pressures.
gion said the failure
to identify
causes was a major shortAfter
explaining
that his staff
coming of CSC evaluations.
did not have the time or expertise
to determine
all sources
he said there was no guarantee
that agency
of problems,
management would apply the needed cures even if the causes
were reported.
Ultimately,
to improve overall
classification
the basic reasons
for classification
errors
will
identified
and corrected.
To emphasize
analysis
CSC in 1974 provided
most of its evaluators
with
course on methods and procedures
for identifying
causes of personnel
problems.
9Use of "review
in case listings

programs,
have to be
of causes,
a 5-day
underlying

and report"

During
fiscal
years 1969 through
1974, CSC requested
agencies
to review about 5,000 positions
again and report
the results
to CSC rather
than directing
the appropriate
corrective
actions.
CSC had desk-audited
3,500 of these
positions
and had examined the other 1,500 by documentary
review.
CSC personnel
said that documentary
reviews
were usually
not sufficient
to direct
a classification
change.
Some said
that "review
and report"
instructions
caused agencies
to review other affected
positions
in addition
to the ones in
Others said positions
were referred
to agencies
question.
for their
"review
and reports'
when they were not obviously
misclassified
or when agencies
disagreed
with CSC's findings.
We believe
the 3,500 desk audits
represented
a large
investment
of limited
resources
when no position
on the appropriate
classifications
was established.
CSC has now revised
its evaluation
guidelines
to restrict
the use of "review
actions
to isolated
cases where other positions
and report"
may be affected.
New approach

to classification

evaluation

In 1974 CSC undertook
a more sophisticated
classification
study to detect
overgrading
in GS-12 through
GS-15 positions
Government-wide.
Using computer data on the 40 most populated
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professional

actual grade
grade distribution expected by CSC standards writers.
From those 13 occupations and 13 agencies with the greatest
variance,
700
positions
were selected for desk audit.
As shown on page 7,
CSC found the incidence of misclassification
more than previously
envisioned
and identified
the major causes--pressure
by agency management and lack of classification
expertise.
As a result,
CSC (1) referred
the improperly
classified
positions
to the agencies for correction,
(2) requested that
four agencies undertake special classification
studies,
(3)
issued a memorandum emphasizing position
management and classification
activities,
and (4) planned to study other occupations using the same method of selection.
level

distributions

and administrative
were

occupations,

compared
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to

the

normal

ChAPTER -- 4
CONCLUSIONS
----

AND RECOMMENDATIONS
---

CONCLUSIONS
--I-The GS payroll
amounted
to $18 billion
in 1974--about
600 percent
more than
in 1949 when the Classification
Act
was enacted.
Some of the increase
was attributable
to the
50-percent
increase
in the average
grade
during
the same
period.
Part
of the grade
increase
was due to the Government’s
need for higher
skills
because
of technological
changes
and more complex
programs
but another
part
resulted
from overgrading.
Overgraded
positions
have an adverse
impact
on costsl
employee
morale,
and productivity.
Maintaining
the integrity
of the classification
system is agency
management’s
direct
responsibility.
But some
managers’
attitudes
are not conducive
to making
the classification
process
work:
managers
have inflated
position
descriptions,
pressured
classifiers
to overgrade
positions
and have been reluctant
to downgrade
overgraded
positions.
In addition,
some agencies
have failed
to insure
adequate
controls
over
classif
ication
practices:
inadequate
pr ocedures
to maintain
accurate
and current
job descriptions,
ineffective
programs
to make periodic
evaluations
of human
resource
management
(including
position
management
studies
and classification
evaluations),
and inadequate
annual
Whitten
reviews
required
by law.
Although
of overgrading
controls
and
lem warrants

many GS positions
are overgraded,
the extent
is not known.
Because
of some agencies’
weak
pressures
exerted
on classification,
the probconsiderably
more management
attention.

Because
many occupational
standards
were complex
and
CSC developed
a multi-year
plan
to review
and
out of date,
revise
classif
ication
standards.
CSC estimated
that
230
new standards
and 20 multiple-occupation
guides
were
and tested
a new method
of
needed.
Also f CSC developed
classification
guidance
that
it says will
be more understandable
and easier
to apply.
Evaluating
agency
personnel
management
has been CSC’s
principal
means of establishing
and controlling
Federal
personnel
policy,
including
classification
practices.
Ove r
the 6-year
period
covered
by our review,
CSC did not evaluate classification
practices
at some large
activities
although
others
were evaluated
twice
without
measurable
Even though
two-fifths
of the GS positions
improvement.
were considered
covered,
only
3 percent
were evaluated
in
depth
(desk-audited)
m We agree
with
CSC’s plans
to devote
The
more of its
efforts
to improving
agency
PME systems.
Federal
personnel
system
is so vast
there
is little
possibility
that
CSC alone
can give
the system
adequate
coverage
without
an effective
PME system
in each agency.
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lvlany CSC evaluations
did not deal
with
underlying
causes
and CSC often
did not take
firm
of agency
misclassification,
stands
on its
findings
nor have an adequate
means to insure
CSC has
that
agencies
took
appropriate
corrective
actions.
begun to stress
identification
of underlying
causes
and to
take
firmer
stances
through
more aggressive
followup
and
more frequent
use of its
authorities
to certify
individual
positions
and to withdraw
agency
classif
ication
author
ities.
CSC does not agree
with
this
characterization
of its
posture,
stating
that
it has consistently
taken
appropriately
firm,
but not unreasonable,
stands.
Tne approach
used in CSC’s special
classification
seems to be an improved
means to identify
and analyze
f ication
problems,
CSC plans
to study
other
occupations
ing the same method
of selection.
Management
----e------e

study
classius-

support----Wm.needed

It is too early
to judge
whether
CSC’s
initiatives
will
have a significant
positive
impact
on agencies’
classificaBecause
of the long-existing
pressures
on
tion
practices.
system
and some agencies’
weak controls,
the classification
we are not sanguine
that
there
will
be an imminent
change
in classification
behavior.
People
are people.
Some may
remain
unaware
of the legal
requirements.
Some will
consciously
flout
the law,
balancing
the risk
of discovery
against
the grade
gains.
Some will
rationalize
their
actions
on the grounds
that
higher
grades
will
enhance
mission
accomplishments.
Others
will
fragment
duties
to stay
within
the law but not within
the spirit
of the law.
Strong,
emphatic
Fresidential
support
is needed
to
influence
the two-decade
trend
in management
behavior.
Then CSC must
stand
firm
on important
issues
to make agency
managers
aware
of and assume responsibility
for
good classification
practices.
Without
management’s
support,
all
the
controls
and reviews
that
can be devised
will
not
insure
a
sound position
classification
program.
Agencies
must be
receptive
to efficient
management
of human resources,
stressing efficiency
as a compatible
and integral
part
of costeffective
mission
accomplishment.
This
requires
a commitment on the part
of top management
to insure
that
the agency’s
work
is economically
organized
and classif
ied correctly.
This
attitude
must permeate
from
top management
through
all
echelons
of the agency.
At the activities
we examined
there
was generally
little
or no compliance
with
the Whitten
amendment.
This
is an
emergency
law which
lapses
after
the emergency
is over.
Our draft
report
recommended
that
CSC, if it needed
supplemental
assistance
to upgrade
agencies’
classif
ication
pracconsider
requesting
stronger
permanent
legislation
tices,
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which would (1) provide
for
annual certifications
and require
agencies
to submit them to CSC, (2) give CSC responsibility
for specifying
appropriate
review procedures
and for moniCSC to report
to the
tor ing compliance , and (3) require
appropriate
congressional
committees
details
on agencies1
In August 1975, CSC completed
a study of the
compliance.
annual review
requirement
and concluded
that it could be
eliminated
because of other measures being taken to insure
sound position
management.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that the Director
p Office
of Management and
Budget,
and the Chairman,
Civil
Service
Commission,
request
the President
of the United States
to issue a directive
to
the heads of Federal
agenciesp
emphasizing
the importance
of position
management and classification
and the need to
develop
at all management levels
a special,
informed
interest
in economically
structuring
work and properly
classifying
positions.
Agency heads should be required
to
--establish
adequate,
effective
classification
systemsp

position

management

--have
managers periodically
attend
training
position
management and classification,
--evaluate
managers on how well
classification
responsibilities,
--provide
the

adequate

numbers

To achieve
classification
Chairman,
CSC:

of

they carry
and
trained

objectives,

--Keep pressure
on agencies
to establish
systems,
assess the adequacy of such
require
improvement
where necessary.

and

programs
out

on

their

classifiers.
we recommend
their
systems,

that

own PME
and

--Monitor
the effectiveness
of actions
being taken to
improve CSC’s own evaluations
of agencies’
classifications.
Effective
evaluations
should include
identifying overgrading,
determining
the underlying
causes of
classification
errorsp
taking
firm stands on issues,
making prompt followup
on agency corrective
actions,
and, when necessar yI certifying
positions
or revoking
classification
authority.
--Implement
the plan to update classification
standards
and follow
it with a timely
and well-controlled
review cycle
to insure
that standards
are kept current.
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AGENCY
COMMENTS
------While CSC, OMB, and the Defense Supply Agency agree that
improvements
are needed, they fear the overgrading
statistics
presented
in this
report
will
erroneously
be projected
for
all GS employees.
As OMB stated,
there
is no question
that
overgrading
exists.
But because CSC has not applied
sysno
one
knows
the
extent
of
the
tematic
random sampling,
problem.
CSC and OMB agreed to develop
a Presidental
directive
emphasizing
effective
position
management and classification
systems and adequate
numbers of competent
classifiers.
Although our two points
concerning
managers could be considered
inherent
in an effective
position
management and classification systemp they should not be overlooked.
As CSC stated,
a principal
cause of classification
error
related
to supervisors
understanding,
and appreciating
their
responsibilities
for,
classification.
CSC also

agreed

with

the

other

recommendations

above.

MATTER. FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE CONGRESS
The Whitten
review requirement,
when first
enacted,
reflected
a congressional
need for annual assurance
that
agencies'
positions
were essential
and properly
classified.
CSC has recommended that this
requirement
not be reenacted
when the emergency law lapses.
The information
in this
report
should be of assistance
to the Congress
in evaluating
CSC*s recommendation.
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CHAPTER 5
SCOPE
OF REVIEW
--e-m

At CSC in Washington,
D.C., and its regional
offices
in
Atlanta,
Chicago,
and San Francisco,
we examined CSC's process for developing
classification
standards
and evaluated
its policies,
procedures,
and practices
in making PMEs, concentrating
on evaluations
involving
position
classification.
We also reviewed
the administration
of position
classification
at HEW's Social
and Rehabilitation
Services,
Washington,
and the HEW San Francisco
regional
office;
Labor's
Manpower Administration,
Washington,
and Labor's
Atlanta
regional
office;
HUD, Washington,
and the HUD Chicago regional
office;
and the Defense Supply Agency's
DCASR, Atlanta.
We
examined pertinent
policies
and regulations,
interviewed
management and personnel
officials,
and desk-audited
about
100 positions.
Our review was made primarily
from January
through
June 1974.
On September
17, 1974, we issued a report,
"Agencies'
Personnel
Management Can Be Enhanced by Improving
the
Evaluation
Process"
(B-179810),
that highlighted
past weaknesses in CSC*s overall
evaluation
procedures
and its actions
to improve them.
Although
we concluded
that many of the
same weaknesses
applied
to CSC's oversight
of position
classification
in the past,
we tried
to avoid 'duplicating
them in
this report,
GAO's prior
report
also emphasized
the need for
internal
PME programs
in the agencies
as alternative
monitoring systems,
Our review did not encompass the structure
of the classification
system.
Therefore,
we did not analyze
whether more
accurate
classifications
would result
by changing
such things
as the number of GS grades,
the method of administering
pay,
or the delegated
authorities
for classification.
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APPENDIX I
EXECUTIVE
OFFICE

OFFICE
OF

OF THE

MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON,

AND
D.C.

August

PRESIDENT

27,

BUDGET

20503

1975

Mr. Clifford
I. Gould
Associate
Director
Federal
Personnel
and
Compensation
Division
U.S. General Accounting
Office
Washington,
D. C. 20548
Dear Mr.

Gould:

We have read your report
on Federal
white-collar
classification with great interest.
The OMB has long been--and
continues
to be-- concerned
with problems
involving
position
management and classification.
Thus, we welcome GAO.'s
latest
study in this
area as we think
it will
be very
helpful
in the efforts
we and the Civil
Service
Commission
are making to curtail
overgrading.
While we are in general
agreement
with the draft
recommendations,
there are aspects
of the report
that trouble
us.
These stem from our expectation
that the report
will
have
considerable
significance
in the continuing
effort
to deal
with such problems
and that it is likely
to be widely
quoted.
More specifically,
our concern
is that it may be misunderstood
and misquoted.
To help avoid what we regard
as the very
real danger of misleading
sensationalizing
by those- less
familiar
with the subject,
we have a couple of recommendations
to offer.
Our first
suggestion
is that a greater
effort
be made to
put the report
findings
into an overall
perspective.
Illustratively,
on page 5, the report
graphically
portrays
changes
in grade distribution
of the total
General
Schedule
work.'
force between 1949 and 1974.
In our interpretation,
the
changes portrayed
do not suggest
a simple grade creep:
If
that were the major factor
present,
one might expect
a more
pronounced
and orderly
progression
of the greatest
concentrations
from one grade to the next higher
couple of grades.
Rather,
we find a significant
drop in the number of 2's and
3's,
and significant
increase
in the 11-14 levels.
As the
report
briefly
states,
these changes mainly
reflect
the vast
changes in the composition
of the white-collar
workforce.
We
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believe
that these enormous changes are a major phenomenon
of the years measured and that more space could well be
devoted
to emphasizing
the significance
of this evolution
from a Federal
workforce
that is largely
clerical
to one
that is heavily
technical
and professional
in nature.
In
this perspective,
much of the grade change that has occurred
is a justifiable
reflection
of the work changes involved.
Our other recommendation
deals with the acknowledged
fact
that the findings
of both GAO's study and the Civil
Service
Commission
reviews
described
are based primarily
on limited
and/or
error-seeking
sampling.
Although
the draft
report
more than once states
that the results
of such sampling
cannot be projected,
we fear that the overgrading
statistics
cited
will
be projected
nevertheless
for the more than
1.3 million
GS employees,
creating
a picture
of large-scale
salary
overpayment
throughout
the Federal
Government.
There
is no question
that overgrading
exists,
but not necessarily
to the same extent
in all agencies
or occupations.
Therefore,
we would urge that the digest
and introduction,
as well as the general
text,
include
strong
especially,
caveats
against
projections,
clearly
explaining
why such
projections
cannot and should not be made.
With respect
to your recommendation
that OMB request
the
President
to issue a directive
to heads of agencies
emphasizing
the importance
of position
management and classification,
we agree that such a statement
should have a beneficial
impact.
We will
be pleased
to work with the CSC in drafting
and recommending
a directive
for the President's
consideration.
Again,
we appreciate
the opportunity
to comment on this
report.
I assure you that OMB shares your interest
in improving position
management and classification
in the Federal
Service,
and we simply want to increase
the value of your
excellent
report
and to guard against
the possibility
of
misleading
interpretations.

Edward F. Preston
Assistant
Director
GAO note:

Page number reference
in this
may not correspond
to page of
report.
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UNITED

STATES

CIVIL

SERVICE

WASHINGTON,

D.C.

COMMISSION

II

IN REPLY PLEASE REFER TO

20415
YOUR REFERENCE

.
Mr. H. L. Krieger
Director,
Federal Personnel
and Compensation Division
General Accounting
Office
Washington,
D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Krieger:
I have been asked by the Chairman to respond to your request for the
views of the Civil
Service Commission on your report
entitled
“Federal
White Collar Classification
Should Be Better Controlled.11
With one
exception,
there is agreement with the recommendations
contained
in the
report.
However, there are several aspects of your conclusions
which
we believe need modification.

[See

GAO note

2 on p.

42.1

It is recognized
that the manpower requirement
to undertake
a comprehensive study of this subject would be massive and your auditors
labored
under a handicap of limited
resources.
Nevertheless,
some very real
problems with maintenance of the present classification
system, particularly
at the agency level,
are well documented.
The report
does indicate that there is sufficient
evidence available
to require
immediate
high level involvement
to provide some means of preventing
erosion of the
effectiveness
of the classification
system.
The Commission has recognized
that improvements
are required
and, as the report
describes,
has numerous
initiatives
underway toward this end.
The report has many positive
aspects
to our continuing
efforts
to improve
[See

GAO note

and will,
we believe,
be beneficial
the classification
system.

2 on

p.

42.1
The graph
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the average grade level in the Federal Service is found on page 4. This
chart shows that while the average grade in the Federal Service may have
gone from 5.25 to 7.87 during the last 26 years, it has remained relatively
constant over the last five years.
This in itself
could be sufficient
mitigating
evidence to soften the impact of the audit findings,
but more
importantly,
it is the character
of support information
that limits
the
ability
to project
findings
on a Government-wide
basis.
We have reviewed carefully
the primary sources of information
upon in assessing classification
accuracy in the white collar
-

CSC GS-12/15

Classification

-

101 classification

-

CSC evaluation

audits

relied
sector:

Study,
performed

work from FY 69 thru

by GAO staff,
FY 74.

Both the GS-12/15 Study and your audits are too limited
in scope to make
an inference
about classification
accuracy throughout
the GS pay system.
The GS-12/15 Study sampled only one percent of 70,000 positions
in thirteen occupations.
While the results
of this work may reflect
conditions
in selected
agencies,
grade levels,
and occupations,
the study results
cannot be generalized
as applicable
to all GS positions.
GAO staff
members recognized
this concept, but their use of the CSC report material
suggests much broader applicability,
which may lead to inappropriate
conclusions
by a reader unfamiliar
with this work,

[See

GAO note

2 on p.

42-l

At a minimum, there should be more spkcific
language calling
attention
to the limitations
of the sample and the danger of characterizing
the results
as representative
of positions
in the Federal Service.
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An additional
concern is the treatment
of CSC audit results
documented
We cannot agree that the findings
and conin the evaluation
reports.
clusions
documented in our evaluation
reports
covering the last five
fiscal
years support the conclusion
that there is serious overgrading
in the GS classification
system.
These reports
identify
both individual case errors
and programmatic
defects
in the administration
of the
classification
program at Federal installations.
The extent of
classification
problems varies from installation
to installation
and
from agency to agency.
The number of positions
we find with classification errors
of some kind on the average approximates
4% of the total
number of positions
that are within
the universe
of potential
review at
the installations
we visit
each year.
This does not mean that our
evaluation
process finds a 4% error rate; however, as our methodology
does not involve
statistical
sampling techniques,
one is not able to
generalize
from our survey results
that there is a specific
percentage
error rate Government-wide.

[See

GAO note

2 on

p.

42.1

Additionally,
we have a more basic concern with your findings
of overgrading.
As you are well aware, under Title
5, the Commission has the
authority
for determining
the proper classification
of positions
in the
Federal Service.
Since no detailed
information
was furnished
with your
draft
report,
we do not know the identity
of the 101 positions
that were
“desk audited,”
nor do we know the basis for concluding
that 74 of those
positions
were overgraded.
Given our legal responsibilities
in this
matter,
we are obliged to request that you provide us with all pertinent
information
relating
to these audits,
so that we can bring about whatever
corrective
action we may find to be appropriate
upon our review of the
matter.
Accordingly,
please furnish
our Bureau of Personnel Management Evaluation
with a list
of the positions
audited,
together
with copies of the position
description,
working papers,
audit notes, and evaluation
statements
prepared for those 74 positions
your report
characterized
as being overgraded.
When we receive such information,
we will
initiate
appropriate
follow-up
action with the agencies concerned to see that necessary
corrective
action
is taken.
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support the first
two specific
Notwithstanding
the above, we fully
recommendations
in the report as positive
actions
that should contribute
to improve position
management and classification.
When combined with
the effort
already underway in the Commission in this area, they increase
the likelihood
of substantive
improvements
in operation
of the classifiOur comments on your recommendations
were developed with
cation system.
this thought in mind.
Presidential

Message

We agree with the recommendation
that the President
should issue a
directive
to heads of Federal agencies emphasizing the importance
of
position
classification
and the need to develop at all management levels
an interest
in economically
structuring
work.
We suggest a change in
emphasis, however, from that described
in the report e Our own experience
and the findings
in the report tend to show that there are three principal causes for classification
error.
(a)

Agency administration
sometimes inadequate,
regular
and systematic
sification.

of position
classification
in that they don’t provide
review to assure accurate

programs is
for sufficient
position
clas-

(b)

Supervisors
in some situations
do not understand
the essentials
of position
classification,
nor do they always appreciate
their
responsibilities
for assuring that current
and accurate position
descriptions
exist as a basis for proper classification.

(c)

Position
classifiers
sometimes do not classify
jobs in accordance
with published
standards because they may lack knowledge or skill
in classification
and the proper application
of standards,
or
they may be susceptible
to management pressures
artificially
to inflate
position
descriptions
and thus overgrade positions.

With this in mind we believe
that a Presidential
memorandum should stress
(1) the need for agencies to establish
and maintain
two important
points:
internal
position
management and classification
systems that can be administered
effectively
both to assure accurate grading and efficient
structure;
and (2) the need for adequate numbers of competent professional
staffs
to
assist agency managers in carrying
out an effective
program and to ensure
compliance with statutory
requirements.
Inherent
in the first
point is the critical
importance
of agency heads
assessing in advance the impact of proposed organizations
(and reorganizations)
on agency position
management and classification
before such
decisions
are final.
Reference to this concept is contained
in Om
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Circular
A-64 (revised),
but current
management interest
and concern need
to be strengthened
and the importance
of position
classification
and
position
management interaction
needs renewed emphasis.
Options for
economical organization
and position
structure
to achieve optimum productivity
and effectiveness,
together
with classification
advice on the grade
levels that result
from alternative
organizational
structures,
are equally
necessary for decision making by management.
These relationships
are
implied throughout
the draft
report,
and made explicit
on pages 22 through
24. in the discussion
of position
management.
We believe
they deserve
reemphasis,
together
with stress on the importance
of a systematically
administered
process of internal
review to assure classification
accuracy.
The second point stresses
the need for an adequate number of well-trained
professional
staff
of competent classifiers
to provide
agencies with the
technical
capacity
and expertise
needed to serve management and comply
with the law.
Effective
position
classification
and position
management
programs require
adequate staff
resources
capable of:
(a) providing
continuing
advice and orientation
of managers at all levels as to their
responsibilities
in position
classification
and position
management; (b)
accomplishing
periodic
reviews of positions
to verify
need, validate
the
currency of the position
descriptions,
and to assure accuracy of classification;
and (c) advising
on reorganizations,
from initial
planning
stages through implementation.
Agencies must recognize
their responsibility
to recruit
and train
adequate
classification
staff
to meet this requirement.
Agency failures
to satisfy
maintenance review requirements
are in many cases due to a lack of adequate
trained
classifiers
to do the job.
This is a major cause of perfunctory
annual reviews and misclassifications
in general.
Civil
We take

exception

Service
[See

Commission

GAO note

Initiatives

2 on p.

42.1

to the notion that we
are taking “firmer
stands” than before.
Our concerted
effort
to improve
agency evaluation
systems has been underway for five years,
and it is
clearly
bringin g about improvement in agency efforts
and systems.
Further,
we don’t feel’it
is fair to characterize
CSC currently
as “taking
firmer
stands on issuesIr;
our posture has always been to take appropriatelpfirm
stands where they are necessary.
We have consistently
tried
not to take
unreasonable
stands on any issues,
and we have not resorted
to certification as an enforcement
method when such action has not been appropriate
or necessary to obtain the requested
agency action.
In recent years we
have taken additional
steps
to strengthen
our follow-up
efforts,
in order
to effect
closure on classification
matters
in dispute on a more timely
basis.
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We appreciate
GAO having noted the initiatives
we have taken to strengthen
the classification
system -- for example, by improving
CSC*s classification
standards program, attempting
to upgrade agency evaluation
work in classification
and position
management, and strengthening
the Commission's
evaluation
efforts
to better
identify
classification
problems and to
determine the underlying
causes of errors.
An additional
improvement
effort
has been in process for some time, however, that was not mentioned
in your report:
CSC's initiatives
to effect
cost reduction
in personnel
On February 7, 1975, the Chairman issued a Memorandum to all
management.
Department and Agency Heads, setting
forth
the President's
concerns,
outlining
the Commission's
plans in this regard,
and calling
upon them to
undertake similar
initiatives.
A major focus of concern in that communication was position
management and classification.
[See

GAO note

2 on

p. 42.1
Legislative

Initiatives

Regarding the proposal that the Chairman of the Commission undertake
a
study of the desirability
of retaining
the Whitten Amendment, such a
study has already been completed.
In response to an inquiry
during the
last Congress from the Senate Special Committee on Termination
of the
National
Emergency, the Commission recommended that the Whitten Amendment
be permitted
to expire and not be replaced with new legislation
since
the President
and the Commission have adequate authority
to accomplish
This recommendation was confirmed by an in-depth
the Amendment's intent.
study of the Amendment completed in August by the Commission at the
request of Chairman Gale W, McGee of the Senate Committee on Post Office
and Civil
Service.
The Commission agrees that the annual reviews of positions
required
by
the Whitten Amendment can be eliminated
in view of other measures being
This review requirement,
taken to insure sound position
management.
when first
enacted, reflected
a Congressional
need for annual assurance
from department
and agencies that positions
were essential
and properly
classified.
Although the Commission, in its recoimnendation
to the
Special Committee and its report
to Chairman McGee, recommended that
this requirement
not be reenacted,
it is really
up to Congress to decide
whether to continue
some procedure for obtaining
this annual assurance.
The Commission disagrees,
however,
the law with respect
to Commission
we have all the authority
we need
fication
actions
and administration
management programs,
as well as to
regulatory
requirements.

that there is a need for strengthening
We think
responsibility
in this area.
in Title 5 to review agencies'
classiof their
classification
and positionmonitor
compliance with legal and
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Other

Xatters

Finally,
there are several
areas in the renout Caere tir;e has overtaken
described
events.
References
are also made to procedures
that are cited
In other
they have already been ii;l?lei:enteti.
as grososed when, in fact,
areas, there are citations
of regulatory
provisions
which require
SOi
The
following
co~x~ents
are
offered
to
call
zodifications
for accuracy.
your attention
to these other Gatters
ii1 the re;>ort.
I.

On page 9 and page 35, reference
is made to proposed CSC action
as
!xtion
has been
a result
of our GS-12/15 Classification
Study.
taken as follows:
individual
positions
deterxLnei
to be iilproperly
c;assified
First,
have jeen referred
to the agency for correction.
In many iixtances,
this has resulted
in changes iiz title,
series,
or grade.
In SOXe
the agency disagreed
with our fic3zS.s
aac has subr.titted
instances,
additionai
information;
these cases are ir, various
ste~es of resolution.
As a follow-up
activity,
Comission
requested
four Departr;ents -- Amy, Xavy, Air Force, and Departxnt
of 2axportation
-to undertake
special
classification
studies
for OCC'd~2.tiOilS
tLat
seenei to have a high potential
for error,
3aseL 03 the results
of
our study.
They are scheduled
to report
their
f~L2ctiri~s early in
F-Y 75.
L;LE

Second,
as indicated
earlier,
the Comission
Zhairrian issued a
Aemorandm for "lieads of Departr;ent
ar,L Agencies"
on February
7,
1975, which exlphasized the need fc r effecti-ig
cost
i-ecluctioils
in
personnel
nanagezent.
iL ?rixary
area of emphasis in this correspondence was on activities
to be undertaken
by the Commission and
agencies in position
management and classification.
The c3urrency
and accuracy of 2ositFon
descriptions
and the effectiveness
of
systems to ensure adequate Program maintenance
and control
were
major areas of emphasis here.

Third,
further
use is contemplated
of the new methodology
developed
by the Comission
to be utiiizei,
in the GS-i2/15
ClassificatLon
Study.
These techniques
are being analyzed for applicability
to
additional
GS-12/15 studies
of occupational
categories
that may
present
special
ciassificatioa
problem-s.
Certain
aSe:lcies have
also adopted these methods for use in their
own internal
evaluation prog rams dealing
wLth clasalfication
and ;Tosj_tio;: rz.r,a;ement.
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On page 13, the term "incumbency allocation"'
is defined as, "positions
which are known to be overgraded,
but which an agency does not intend
to classify
properly
until
the incumbent leaves."
Such a definition
of Iac-umbency allocations
is as improper as the practice
it describes,
ari, prhenever we find such a situation
we direct
that it be corrected.
A true incumbency allocation
does not result
in overgrading;
rather,
it reflects
the unique impact of the incumbent on the position
such
that the duties are performed at a higher level and therefore
warrant
a higher grade during the tenure of the incumbent.

[See GAO note

Our comments have been directed
[See

2 on p.

42.1

to the improvement

GAO note

2 on p.

of a report

42.1

Such
changes as we have suggested,
we believe,
would give the report
a more
balanced perspective
and could prevent unwarranted
and unfortunate
publicizing
of erroneous conclusions
[see

GAO note

2 on p.

42-l

If modified
in accordance with our comments, we feel the proposed report
could have a salutary
impact, both upon improvement efforts
currently
underway and upon public understanding
of a very complex aspect of public
personnel
administration,
Sincerely

yours,
II

,~&.,*/./j+,
&,
Enclosure
GAO notes

;

;u,,<a.~,

Raymond Jacobson "
Executive
Director
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CJEPARTMENT

OF

HEt4L’l’t-I

OFFlr,L

OF

EDUCATION
I tit

WAzrilN:>i,

‘:>E~HCl
IN.

3 ‘-

AND

WELFARE

AH’s’
LULUI

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart,
Director
Manpower and Welfare Division
U.S. General Accounting
Office
Washington,
D.C.
20548
Dear Mr. Ahart:
The Secretary

report

has asked that

to the Congress

"Federal

White-Collar

I respond

of the United
Classification

to your

States,
Should

Controlled."

Our comments are enclosed.

Thank you for

the opportunity

draft

titled
Be Better

to comment on this

report.
Sincerely

\I

:
-!‘-

yours,

I’!,....
-

i

*John D. Ydung
'As$istant
Secretary,
Comptroller
Enclosure

I

I
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Department

of Health,

Education,

III

and Welfare

Comments on
GAO Report:

The following
partment:

Federal

White-Collar

Classification

are our comments concerning

1. Position Classification
errors within
Service
(SRS), and the DHEW San Francisco

Should

GAO's findings

the Social
Region:

Be Better

within

Controlled

this

De-

and Rehabilitation

a. In its study of DHEW, GAO found a substantial
number of position
classification
errors
in SRS and in the San Francisco
Regional Office.
During FY 75 the Departmental
Office
of Personnel
and Training
(OPT)
conducted personnel
management evaluations
of both entities.
These
evaluations
showed that many of the GAO findings
had substance.
For
instance,
of the sample audited in SRS, an unwarranted
number of positions were either
misclassified
or the employees were misassigned
i.e.,
not working
in their
organization
of record).
However, in the
(
San Francisco
Regional Office,
the situation
was not as serious.
Forty-five
positions
were either
audited
or reviewed;
21 of those
positions
were "standard
position
descriptions"
(SPD).
Of these SPDs,
a substantial
number was in error.
Therefore,
a major problem in the
Regions is the inaccuracy
of SPDs.
b. Standard Position
Descriptions
are written
and established
by DHEW
agencies for use by line supervisors
and servicing
personnel
offices.
However, all too often SPDs do not reflect
the actual
situation,
and
are regarded by line supervisors
as a mandate by their
superiors.
This latter
view has caused many problems for servicing
personnel
offices.
In recognition
of deficiencies
resultant
from SPD, the Under
Secretary,
DHEW, ordered the elimination
of SPD's wherever practicable.
Additionally,
the Deputy Assistant
Secretary
for Personnel
and Training installed
new procedures
in April
1974 for the establishment
and
clearance
of those SPD"s which were considered
necessary.
These procedures are designed to preclude
the establishment
of SPDs which do
Consistent
with the Under Secrenot reflect
actual work situations.
tary's
wishes,
the Social and Rehabilitation
Service and the Office
of
Education
(in October 1974) eliminated
virtually
all their
SPDs. Currently,
DHEW Regional Offices
are in the process of reviewing
those
former SPDs for accuracy and appropriate
classification.

2.

Incumbency Positions:

The GAO found

a number of incumbency
- ^^.

allocame-

APPENDIX

3.

Annual

APPENDIX

III

Review

III

of Positions:

a.
In recognition
that the annual review of positions
was not adequately performed
in DHEW, OPT in October 1973 issued new instructions
Classification
Review")
con(Personnel
Instruction
511-3, "Position
cerning
the conduct of this review (also known as the Whitten Review).
This Instruction
is now in the process of being revised
to correct
deficiencies
found.
The revised
Instruction
(final
issuance pending)
requires
a classification
review of all positions
under a servicing
'
personnel
office's
authority
with a minimum requirement
that at least
30 percent of the occupied positions
be audited.
Additionally,
agency
heads are required
to certify
annually
that all positions
under their
jurisdiction
were reviewed during the fiscal
year and that the necessary classification
adjustments
were made.
b. Though Whitten
Reviews may have been perfunctory
in the past, a
100% review of positions
in SRS is currently
being conducted.
This is
a direct
result
of an OPT personnel
management evaluation
conducted
in
September-October
1974.
Additionally,
SRS allocations
at grade GS-13
and above are receiving
further
review by OPT prior
to finalization.
The San Francisco
Regional Personnel
Office
has advised us that it
is conducting
what it hopes to be a thorough review of its component
agencies this fiscal
year.
However, San Francisco
doubts that it can
complete an in depth study of the Regional Social Security
functions
this year because of SSA's massive size and the lack of an adequate
classification
staff.
San Francisco
currently
has only six Classification Specialists
on-board
to service
8000 employees distributed
over
a four-state
area (California,
Arizona,
Nevada, and Hawaii)
and American territories
in the Pacific.
With regard to the question
of adequate
classification
staff,
OPT is studying
this situation
(see paragraph
5b
below).
C.

4. Positions
Written
on a Projected
Basis:
Although
DHEW does not have a
specific
written
policy
concerning
positions
classified
on a projected
basis per se, Personnel
Instruction
511-6 ("Position
Descriptions
and
Evaluation
Statements")
dated January 1974 requires
that all position
descriptions
meet the Commission's
"Standards
of Adequacy."
This, coupled
with the revised
Position
Classification
Review Instruction
(511-3),
provides a mechanism for the proper allocation
and review of projected
positions
on a regular
basis.
5.

Evaluation

Statements:

a. The GAO found many instances
in which evaluation
statements
supporting
the classification
of positions
were not written.
Classifiers,
especially
in SRS, informed
GAO that they did not have time to prepare
evaluation
statements.
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b. DHEW Personnel
Instruction
511-6 (January
1974) provides
seven circumstances under which evaluation
statements
are required.
These are:
(1) Positions
not directly
covered by a specific
standard;
(2) positions
defined
as standard
position
descriptions;
(3) projected
positions;
(4)
research
positions;
(5) controversial
or "borderline"
cases, where the
classification
is not evident;
(6) positions
which are evaluated
by reference to factor,
degree, or point rating
standards;
and (7) positions
which are forwarded
to higher authority
for classification
review or
approval.
ihese instructions
are quite clear3 though they may not have
existed
during a portion
of the GAO study.
The GAO, however, has been
furnished
a copy of these Instructions.
In regard to available
time for
classifiers
to prepare evaluation
reports
and to properly
accomplish
the
classification
program, OPT is presently
constructively
studying
the
staffing
ratio
and composition
of the Department's
servicing
personnel
offices
in order to arrive
at adequate and rational
criteria
for the
staffing
and the structural
organization
of these personnel
offices.
One of the problems in the past appears to have been an over-emphasis on a "generalist"
concept by servicing
personnel
offices.
Though
this concept appears good on the surface , it does not take cognizance
of
the many time consuming facets of a personnel
operation,
e.g.,
position
classification,
employee disciplinary
and relations
problems,
staffing,
t?tc.
The concentration
of all facets
in a single person does not leave
the "generalist"
sufficient
time to perform adequately
in all facets,
and leads to a concentration
in those areas which the personnel
"generalist"
likes best or where management demands or needs are greatest,
of vacancies.
With the currently
available
staffing
e.g. 9 the filling
rarely
have time to perform a complete job.
ratios
such "generalists"
For the interim,
we are concentrating
our efforts
in developing
specialists.
However, it must be remembered that a total
specialist
program
often causes various
facets of a personnel
program to work at cross
An over-emphasis
on a specialist
program
purposes with one another.
may also have an adverse impact on employee motivation
by not providing
enough variety.
A specialist
program also does not fully
provide an
organization
with sufficient
personnel
who are skilled
in broad areas9
so that the organization
can fill
Positions
which require
skills
and
ta?er:r,
!? 703 than one function,
e.g.,
Personnel Officer
positions,
or
the smaller
personnel
offices
where a "generalist"
concept is more
applicable
because of size.
C.

6. Personnel Management Self-Evaluation
in SRS: DHEW Instructions
273-1
and 273-2 outline
the Department's
policy,
objectives
and goals in personThese instructions
also assign responsibilities
nel management evaluation.
to agency headquarters
staff
offices
and operating
personnel
offices
for
carrying
out evaluation
functions.
Each agency and operating
personnel
office
has had available,
a handbook which provided
them with guidance on
establishing
and carrying
out a self-evaluation
effort.
Apparently,
the
Personnel
Officer
when at SRS was using the excuse that the handbook was in the
process of revision
to justify
his lack of action
in the area of evaluation.
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7. Other:
In addition to the above, the Department has taken further
In May 1975, OPT
steps to strengthen
its position
classification
program.
conducted a ten day position
classifidation
course (the first
conducted by
this Department).
The course was designed to (a) provide an understanding
of the authorities
and responsibilities
for positjon
classification
and
management; (b) provide knowledge of laws, rules,
and regulations
that
,
govern classification
processes,
responsibilities,
and requirements;
(c)
provide an understanding
of the tools and processes involved
in carrying
out classification
responsibilities;
and (d) provide the student with experience in the classification
processes through guided workshops.
This
course will be conducted on a continual
basis.
As an adjunct
to the course
and relative
to our study concerning
the appropriate
staffing
of our servicing personnel offices,
OPT on June 16, 1975, conducted a survey
(throughout
the Department)
of employees engaged in position
classification.
Responses to our survey are being received,
We hope that this survey will
provide a better
indication
of the types of training
needed, and also of
the position
classification
capability
of the Department.
It should represent baseline data upon which future
management decisions
may be made in
relation
to the Department's
position
classification
and position
management program.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT

OF LABOR

OFFICE
OF THE

ASSISTANT SECRETARY
WASHINGTON

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
Director
Manpower and Welfare Division
U. S. General Accounting
Office
Washington,
D. C. 20548
Dear Mr. Ahart:
Your letter
of June 27, 1975, to Secretary
Dunlop requested
comments
on the General Accounting
Office
findings
relating
to position
classification
in the Manpower Administration
(MA) Regional Office
in
Atlanta
and Manpower Administration
Headquarters.
The following
information
is responsive
to your request.
Reference page 10. The report
states that the Civil
Service
Commission's
(CSC) personnel
management evaluation
of the MA
desk
Regional Office
in Atlanta
identified
59 of 67 positions
audited
as being overgraded.
Since that evaluation
by the CSC,
the Manpower Administration
has effected
a functional
realignment
within
the regional
offices
to reflect
the changes in functions
and responsibilities
resulting
from new legislation
such as the
Comprehensive
Employment and Training
Act and amendments to the
Trade Act.
In addition,
the classification
standards
for the
Manpower Development
series,
which were issued by the CSC on
March 20, 1975, affects
directly
and indirectly
the majority
of
positions
in the Manpower Administration.
The Department
and the Manpower Administration
have been working
closely
with the Civil
Service Commission in the development
and
implementation
of a national
corrective
action plan.
As part of
this plan, 29 key regional
office
positions
were submitted
to the
Civil
Service Commission for classification
determination.
On
July 11, 1975, the CSC provided
classification
decisions
on all
but three of the key jobs.
Appropriate
implementation
will
be
accomplished
nationwide
in full
coordination
and cooperation
with
the CSC.

4
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Because of the joint
effort,
the CSC agreed to postpone evaluations
of Manpower Administration
in the regions
until
the classification
surveys by the Assistant
Regional Director
for Administration
and
Management have been completed.
A follow-up
evaluation
in Atlanta
Manpower Administration
will
be conducted in November 1975.
We are
confident
that the evaluation
will
reveal a sound grade structure
and effective
position
management.
Reference page 14.
The report
indicates
that a few incumbency
allocations
existed
in Atlanta,
Manpower Administration
but that
they were being corrected.
The report
correctly
states that the
Department
of Labor does not have a no dismissal,
no downgrade
policy.
The Departmental
policy
prohibiting
"administrative"
or
"incumbency"
allocations
is reflected
in paragraph
7a of the
enclosed Secretary's
Order No. 2-75, dated March 17, 1975.
Reference page 18.
The report
states that Departmental
procedures
for complying with the Whitten Amendment require
supervisors
to
review position
descriptions
and classifiers
to desk audit a
In the surveys being
minimum of 15 percent
of the positions.
conducted in all Manpower Administration
regional
offices,
classifiers
of the Regional Administration
and Management
Offices
will
accomplish
audits
of positions
that far exceed the
Department's
minimum requirement.
In the Manpower Administration
National
Office
a comprehensive
position
management, classification
The plan for the review was approved,
and is
review is underway.
being monitored
by the CSC. Upon completion
of the survey in the
4th Quarter 1975, the CSC plans to conduct an on-site
classification
audit of approximately
three percent
of the Manpower positions
as
a quality
control
measure.
These activities
will
assure the Manpower Administration
of a sound
classification
structure
and will
also assure full
compliance with
the Whitten Amendment requirements.
Reference page 20.
The report
states that Manpower Administration
Headquarters
did not desk audit positions
classified
on a projected
basis.
The report
states that it is Manpower Administration
policy
to review such positions
within
180 days after
they are filled.
This is also Departmental
policy.
In view of the major effort
by
Manpower Administration
to implement a sound classification
structure
there is no doubt that Manpower will
make every effort
to maintain
that structure
by strict
compliance
with Departmental
classification
procedures
and policies
including
the follow-up
of projected
positions.
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In addition,
CSC and Departmental
assure Agency compliance.
Reference

personnel

management reviews

will

page 24.

[See GAO note

2 on p- 51.1

You may be interested
to know that in February 1975, as a result
of over
two years of extensive
planning
and development,
classification
authority
through GS-13 was redelegated
by the Assistant
Secretary
for Administration
and Management (ASAM) to the ten Departmental
Regional Directors.
Previously
the delegation
had been from the ASAM to the Agency Assistant
The new delegation
places classification
authority
in the
Secretaries.
field
and the classification
staffs
of the ten Regional Administration
and Management Offices
(RAMO's) under the direct
line authority
of the
As indicated
above, annual classification
reviews
Regional Directors.
are a Department
requirement.
Since a classification
review involves
a review of position
management effectiveness,
the deficiency
cited
in the report will
be corrected.
Such reviews are documented.
In
addition,
since June of 1973, classification
of any position
at the
GS-14 and GS-15 levels requires
the prior
review and approval
of the
Assistant
Secretary
for Administration
and Management.
This classification
review also includes
a review of the position
management
aspects of each case.
Reference page 25. The report
states that there had been no internal
Personnel Management Evaluation
(PME) in the Manpower Administration
but that the Department
was establishing
a PME program to become
and evaluations
have
operational
in FY 75. This has been accomplished
been completed of the Kansas City Region, and the Occupational
Safety
and Health Administration
National
Office.
A nationwide
review of the
Employment Standards Administration
(ESA) is currently
underway.
Evaluations
have been completed of ESA in San Francisco,
Dallas,
Chicago,
New York and Philadelphia.
The ESA National
Office will
be evaluated
the first
two weeksof September 1975.
An evaluation
schedule for FY 76 has been published
and will be carried
out.
Manpower Administration
has not been included
in the PME reviews because
of the major effort
underway in Manpower Administration
which has been
described
in the earlier
parts of this letter.
As indicated,
the
CSC, the Department
as well as Manpower Administration
are heavily
involved
in this effort.
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Office's
providing
The Secretary
appreciates
the General Accounting
I hope the foregoing
the opportunity
to comment on the draft
report.
information
will prove helpful
to the General Accounting
Office
in preparing the final
report.
Sincerely,

Assistant
Secretary
for
Administration
and Management
Enclosure

GAO notes

1:

Page number references
in this
may not correspond
to pages of
report.

2:

Deleted
comments related
to matters
present
in the draft
report
which have been revised
in the final
report.
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APPEI’JDIX

ASSISTANT

SEC

ETAWY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON.

NIANPCWER
RESERVE

D. C. 20301

9 SEP 1975

AND
AFFAIRS

Mr,

Forrest

R.

Browne

Director,
Federal
Personnel
and
Compensation
Division
U. S. General
Accounting
Office
Washington,
D. C. 20548
Dear

V

Mr.

r,r~
F , L. ,1
!.y:.iJ h

I ”

Browne:

On behalf of the Secretary
of June 27, 1975, for our
White-Collar
Classification
44109.

of Defense,
this is in reply to your request
comments
on your draft report titled,
“Federal
Should Be Better
Controlled,
” OSD Case

The Department
of Defense requested
the Defense Supply Agency (DSA),
the Headquarters
organization
of the Defense
Contract
Administration
Services
Region (DCASR),
to comment
on the report.
Their comments
are included
as an enclosure
to this letter.
To the extent possible,
it
is requested
that these comments
be taken into consideration
in developing
the final report.
The draft report
does not mention
that DSA Headquarters
had only recently
surveyed
DCASR,
Atlanta,
had identified
problems
in the classification
program,
and had initiated
corrective
action.
Inclusion
of this information
in your final report,
along with an indication
that more than 60 percent
of
the positions
audited by the General
Accounting
Office
had already
been
identified
by the DSA case listing,
will more accurately
reflect
the situation
at DCASR,
Atlanta.
This Department
agrees with the recommendations
for action as they are
included
in the report.
We suggest,
however,
that your overall
classification findings
provide
the basis for another
action recommendation.
The
propclrtion
of clerical
positions
which were incorrectly
classified
exceeds
the proportion
of professional
and administrative
positions
which were
incorrectly
classified.
The local labor market
area is the normal
recruitment
source for clerical
positions,
while the source of recruitment
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V

V

for professional
and administrative
positions
is usually
nation-wide.
The fact that all activities
in your study were located
in h&gh-paying
labor market
areas may indicate
the clerical
grade levels were
influenced
by the external
factor
of a higher paying industrial
sector
competing
for the same work force.
It is suggested,
therefore,
that
your findings
be used as a basis for an additional
recommendation
for
a prevailing.
rate salary
system
for clerical
positions.
This would clearly
prevent
any tendency
to compensate
for salary
inequities
through
the
classification
process.
The last paragraph
on page’8 of your report,
summarizing
certain
Civil
Service
Commission
findings,
concludes
that,
“The major
cause of overgrading
was pressure
exerted
by agency managers.
In the field,
an equally
important
cause was the lack of classification
expertise
among agency personnel staffs. ” This part of the report
would be improved
by including
a
statement
on the disproportionate
number
of trainees
now found in many
classification
staffs because
of the inability
to recruit
a sufficient
number
of fully-qualified
classifiers.
It is also recommended
that your report
include
a statement
such as the
following
regarding
the pressures
applied by agency managers
on classifiers.
“Measures
should be taken to help managers
better
understand
the classification process
and its purpose.
If efforts
to change managerial
attitudes
are
unsuccessful,
consideration
should be given to removing
the classification
authority
from the organization
in which the positions
being classified
are
located.
”

to comment

The opportunity

@

is appreciated.
Sincerely,

John F. Ahearne

Enclosure

GAO note:

Acting

enclosure
sidered
the
appropriate
--

The

is not included,
Agency’s
positions
in the report.
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SECRETARY

OF

HOUSING

WASHINGTON,

August

AND

URBAN

DEVELOPMENT

0. C.. 20410

28, 1975

Mr. Henry Eschwege
Director,
Resources and
Economic Development Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548
Dear Mr. Eschwege:
This letter
transmits
two copies of HUD's comments
your draft report about controlling
the classifications of Federal white collar positions.
on

I share your concern that classification
should
be better controlled,
and I am leading HUD in that
direction.
Hopefully,
HUD's comments will contribute
to your report and enhance its impact,
Please note
the few instances where data you report about HUD
differs
from my information.
Ms. Lyn Ehrmann, HUD's
Staff Leader for Position
Classification,
is available
to you for further
clarification
or assistance
(755-5492

>

l

Thank you for

this

opportunity
Sincerely,

Carla A. Hills
Enclosure
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APPENDIX VI

[See GAO note 2 on p. 591
"HUD staff
said incumbency
allocations
GAO report
states,
were caused by a policy
in past years of not dismissing
or downgrading
anyone even though their
duties
and
responsibilities
changed during
reorganizations
or
program changes...."
[See GAO note 2 on p. 591
At the time of the decentralization,
HUD guaranteed
to all
its affected
employees
that they would continue
to have
jobs and that the grade level
of their
jobs would not be
reduced.
"Incumbency"
allocation
in the sense of the
GAO report
hzs not
been sanctioilcd
on any other
occasion.
Personnelists
or managers faced with.
clai:m
that grades l:ave bee-?
hca:~a_‘;srters
have been instructed
to refer
such cases up tlt~,ix
chain of command.
Efforts
to corrc~~t I,~isc!_assificati~:l:;
resulting
fro:!.1 t!lis
and other
cause:
incILtdc
partici.pating
\r.ith the TJ,S. Civi 1 Service
Cor:l;Cssion
in
personnel
evaluatio:~s3
forming
a staff
level
zrol_;p tc
address position
classification
and ;1;sila!;etneni;,
s:-~d,
increasiiigly,
stressi::?
the annual position
rs view
as an opportunity
to correct
errors.
"Xl~i~d2~t~d

CO

GAO report

by

If

states,
"We were told
that WD did not
make a sp?<i al effort
to idxtify
and cor:~~e:t,
iIlC~JX&)eilCy poslr,ion:;,
DU-C Lll:zT; SUCl! p3si-c1-or!s S!l.?;J.lil
be corrected
as pa.rt
sf their
next .'~e3r~anisa-~iol-,."
This information
[See GAO note 2 on p. 591
implies
that KUD is
indifferent
to a :.lajor position
classificatioi;
proi?l.e~j
also,
that ND relies
on reor;gnnization
to resolve
all classification
ills.
[See GAO note 2 on p. 591
"iilcurflbmcy"
all~cati03.s
are not known to be a :najo:~ l5TLLlproSlc:n
(i~iii!~)~,j:
tl!d
legend of HUD incumbencies
has caused some classification
problems
:in the field).
Secondly,
HI.,, is taking
p0s itiVe,
aggressive
action
to resolve
both ii.s ehort- ..c,IjTID I1
- '2-,s for ttyf;o";
range classification
problems..
* I'S
::
time used RIP procedures
to effect
major reorganizations
(realignment
of Fall
19'74).
Guidance
was issued
to the
field
(Attachment
II)
that stressed
right
and orderly
classification
of al! posit%ns
nrior
to roory,xiizr;t
i on.
Thus ., i t is clear
that recrganiz*T
is not '!.ic:i.nT ~elici,
upon i-.0 solve IItiD1 s c;?.ssi?'ication
p1'oi?l~-::l?s, El!,;: haa l:ilt
resources
behind
a to.9 st:,-.if gr'ouj~ ~0 -j.,ic~)?I.~,"~,--1‘l~ol)le,,.~-:
_,:
and to tiefin;:
Fn?:!, 1.ea.d iap!.~:nleni;u'i.~c:ll
0I' ~cc;l~.i';r;.c1;: i2.i.
/ L,l-,:.L!:
plan

tc
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3.

WHITTEN REVIEW NOT ADEQUATELYPERFORMED(reference

page 17)

[See GAO note 2 on p. 591

b.

The GAO draft
as follows:

summarizes annual

position

review

in HUD

The director
of personnel operations
for HUD
Headquarters
informed us that as of March 1974
nothing had been done the previous 18 months
to comply with the Whitten Amendment. A
personnel specialist
said that although FY's
1970 and 1972 certifications
were made to the
Congress, no special reviews or desk audits
had been made.
That summary omits the fact that comprehensive and
indepth review of every HUD Headquarters
position
just prior to effecting
aecentralizaw&s
As a result of this review, 30%
tion (1971/1972).
of HUD Headquarters positions
were recommended for
abolishment.
Also, that reorganization
of this
magnitude includes
review of essentiality
of each
position
and meets the requirements
of the Whitten Review
Although the organizational
trauma of decentralization
in 1972 was such that it took HUD Headquarters until
FY-75 to establish
and conduct a decent Whitten
review (which has been completed),
control was exerted
during this period on a case-by-case
basis,
Every
GS-14 and GS-15 job was audited prior to approval,
and audits were done as resources permitted
and as
needed to conduct the day-to-day
business of position
,change and minor reorganization.
i~~d~ctd

.

[See GAO note 2 on p. 591

APPENDIX VI

[See GAO note

4.

2 bn p.

591

IMDEQUATE POSITIOK D%CRIPTIOMS
a.

HUD Review of Descript$c.ns

(reference

page 19)

GA@repohs
that HU3"'isuld
'.' not review positions
on
a scheduled basis to update descriptions
or check
classifications."
:
As presellted,
,this statement implies that this is
HUD custom or pol?.cy and therefore
it is misleading
It is true onl;,: insofar
as it refers to the 'convalescent"
period between the decentralization
of
1972 and reemphasis of annual review requirements
begun in Spring of 197,!LC This policy
is being
emphasized to the extent that the entire focus of
our staff position
classification
work in FY-76 is
on producing
tools to facilitate
this process (and
t7crf-t~'9 \ m
cng,ya<l!pn_+--y j-0 --.-.--w
7"Qni1 if-i-n
___- ""*~-LYv."cL"L.,
"A"_ -rnnyrpni

[See GAO note
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a0

GAO report
states,
"For example,
at the ti:ne of our sevie!w
HUD did not ilalre a
f 0 :f-w~~l
pro;;rem t,c\ s~~~t~~;~atically
evaluate
the organization
and
posit:lcn
s ~;r?c~?LrE 0 . * * Fcrrnal studies
were not made on
a re q.12r' 12as i s hut only as needed,"
[See GAO note

survevs

is

2 on p.

(An

591

additional
handbook
aspects
of pcsltion

classification
and r2i;llla.r
position
classiITication-type
j-ri
Ii.Jl)'s clearance
73rocess.
(Attachment

12 0 ,: .i ;: .I.0 FL

s t 1-e s s :‘Lll:;

managerl!eni;
b.

.

Vl

"The Acting
Directo'r,
Office
of
GAO report
state:;,
Management and Organization,
told us that most organizational
plailnini;
was done infor,mally
at regular
meetings
and coni 7ere~lces and was not. documented."
The comments referred
to from the Acting
Director,
Office
of Jdanagement and Organl.zatio.n,
do not present.
the full
What was discussed
was that organizational
picture.
planning
is done, not only by task forces
and organization
'analysts,
but is often
a by-product
of staf'f
meetings
and conferences
addressing
the tasks of an orgarlizat,ion,
its problems,
and possible
sol.utions.
From such diseussio;l
organlzecl
CrganlzatiOnal
studies
often
evolve but these;
are documented
and do include
personnel
implications.
StUdit:S and orga~nizational
planning
are also par-t of
manageirPnt's
normal
"evaluation"
role and are ilaere-ni-,
in rrlan3~cmcmt
pi’@cesses
such as "management by obtjectiy;es.l'
P

.
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[See

GAO note

2 on p.
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8.

At the, end of ?S37l-&I beginning
of 1572
there was a management review of all HUD Headquarters
This review was conductea
and Key Field positions,
by 7 multi-disciplinary
teams, each of which irlcl:ndcd
a Personnel Specialist.
The review ?v'as precursor
to
During the i:cview, each
HIJDIs decentralization.
and retention
registers
Were
position
was redescribed
The review tears rccorntx?nded major
constructed.
organization
changes down to th2 position
l.evel;
changes recommended a total
red-xtion
of 30% of
Headquarters
positions.
$10 review since th3,t
time
has been quite as corrlprehensive,
however, personnelists
of minor
are colxulted
to plan at least a majority
reorganizations
(this varies according
to degree to
which individual
personnelist
has won a place on the
every organization
management team), also in planning
change with Department-wide
impact (eOgQ, Fall of 1974
Reali~nmer~t of Area Offices).

6.

REGULARINTERNAL P:<RSONlC3L
blANAGEMJ3NT
EVALUATIOIJS TKlC3ZD
reierei
Lee page. ;-;?cl
F

ThiS is correct,
althx@l
about one "special"
PXE evaluation
of
Headquarters
1-12s
been
conducted
sach
year
since
-7r\v-.tl
-LYf+-

.

GAO notes

1:

Page number
references
may not correspond
to
report.

2:

Deleted
in the
in the

in this
pages of

comments
related
draft
report
which
final
report.
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PRINCIPAL

OFFICIALS

RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTERING
--ACTIVITIES

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT
-

CIVIL

SERVICE COMMISSIONERS:
Robert E. Hampton, Chairman
Jayne 9. Spain,
Vice Chairman
L. J. Andolsek,
Commissioner
James E. Johnson,
Commissioner

Tenure
From

of office
To
I_

Jan.
June
Apr.
Feb.

1969
1971
1963
1969

Present
Present
Present
June
1971

SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION,
AND WELFARE:
David Mathews
Caspar W. Weinberger
Elliot
L. Richardson
Robert H. Finch

Aug.
Feb.
June
Jan.

1975
1973
1970
1969

Present
Aug.
1975
Jan.
1973
June
1970

SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT:
Carla A. Hills
James T. Lynn
George W. Romney

Mar.
Feb.
Jan.

1975
1973
1969

Present
Feb.
1975
Jan.
1973

SECRETARY OF LABOR:
John T. Dunlop
Peter J. Brennan
James D. Hodgson
George P. Shultz

Mar.
Feb.
July
Jan.

1975
1973
1970
1969

Present
Feb.
1975
Feb.
1973
June
1970

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE:
William
P. Clements,
Jr.
(acting)
Dr. James R. Schlesinger
Elliot
L. Richardson
Melvin
R. Laird

Nov.
July
Jan.
Jan.

1975
1973
1973
1969

Present
Nov.
1975
July
1973
Jan.
1973

DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT
AND BUDGET:
James T. Lynn
Roy L. Ash
Caspar W. Weinberger
George P. Shultz

Feb.
Feb.
June
July

1975
1973
1972
1970

Present
Feb.
1975
Feb.
1973
June
1972
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